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????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
2.5.1 ??????
??????Johnson?2009???????????????????????
????2.1???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
2.5.2 ??
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
2.5.3 ??
?????????????????????????????????e.g.,
Ide 1999?????Nambu?to appear a????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
2.5. ????????? ?? 17
??????????????MJD????????????????????
?????????CSJ?????????????????????????
????????? 2.2??CSJ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?? ??
? 91.1% (2,489/2,732) 93.5% (1,947/2,083)
? 8.9% (243/2,732) 6.5% (136/2,083)
X2 = 9.12, d.f.=1, p < .00025
? 2.2: CSJ?????????????????
2.5.4 ?????
???1987???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????CSJ???????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????MJD????????????????????????
????????????????????? 2.3??MJD?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????CSJ??????????????? 2.4??????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????2.6.2???????
18 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
??? ???
? 81.7% (437/535) 88.1% (6,225/7,065)
? 18.3% (98/535) 11.9% (840/7,065)
X2 = 19, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.3: MJD??????????????????????
1 (????) 2 3 4 5 (????)
? 92.7% (140/151) 92.3% (1,409/1,526) 91.8% (1,951/2,126) 92.5% (825/892) 92.5% (111/120)
? 7.3% (11/151) 7.7% (117/1,526) 8.2% (175/2,126) 7.5% (67/892) 7.5% (9/120)
X2 = 0.72, d.f.=1, p = 0.3961
? 2.4: CSJ???????????????????
2.5.5 ???????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
(12) ???????????
?????????????????????????????????-??
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 2.5? 2.6
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????? ???
? 98.3% (343/349) 87.1% (6,319/7,251)
? 1.7% (6/349) 12.9% (932/7,251)
X2 = 38.15, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.5: MJD??????????????????????
2.5. ????????? ?? 19
??????? ???
? 100% (388/388) 91.4% (4,048/4,427)
? 0% (0/388) 8.6% (379/4,427)
? 2.6: CSJ??????????????????????
2.5.6 ???
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? 2.7? 2.8?????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????Hiraiwa 2005; Miyagawa 2011?5???????
????????????????????????????????????
?????? 6?
?????? ????? ???
? 98.9% (1,308/1,322) 100% (8/8) 85.3% (5,346/6,270)
? 1.1% (14/1,322) 0% (0/8) 14.7% (924/6,270)
X2 = 188.63, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.7: MJD????????????????????????
?????? ???
? 99.9% (699/700) 90.8% (3,737/4,115)
? 0.1% (1/700) 9.2% (378/4,115)
X2 = 67.46, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.8: CSJ????????????????????????
5? 2.7?????????????????????????????
6CSJ?????????????????????????????????????????
20 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
2.5.7 ?????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????
(13) [??????? ]??
(14) ?cf.?[???????? ]?
??? ?? ?? ? ??
? 51.5% (88/171) 84.9% (706/832) 92.9% (1,054/1,134) 98.5% (2,138/2171) 100% (645/645)
? 48.5% (83/171) 15.1% (126/832) 7.1% (80/1,134) 1.5% (33/2,171) 0% (0/645)
X2 = 733.41, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.9: MJD?????????????????????
??? ?? ?? ? ??
? 100% (10/10) 97.1% (235/242) 95.9% (543/566) 99.9% (2,108/2,111) 100% (208/208)
? 0% (0/10) 2.9% (7/242) 4.1% (23/566) 0.1% (3/2,111) 0% (0/208)
X2 = 8.77, d.f.=1, p < .0003
? 2.10: CSJ?????????????????????
?? &???1992????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????? & ?? 2008; Miyagawa 2011???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??? 2.9? 2.10?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
2.5. ????????? ?? 21
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
2.5.8 ?????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????Matsuda?1995???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??? ??? ???? ???
? 100% (28/28) 94.9% (1,173/1,236) 87.1% (4,974/5,710) 77.8% (487/626)
? 0% (0/28) 5.1% (63/1,236) 12.9% (736/5,710) 22.2% (139/626)
X2 = 117.44, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.11: MJD?????????????????????
??? ??? ???? ???
? 100% (39/39) 99.4% (1,002/1,008) 90.2% (2,980/3,304) 89.4% (415/464)
? 0% (0/39) 0.6% (6/1,008) 9.8% (324/3,304) 10.6% (49/464)
X2 = 94.54, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.12: CSJ?????????????????????
? 2.11? 2.12??MJD?CSJ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????cf. Prince 1988, Lambrecht 1994?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???cf. Deguchi & Kitagawa 2002??? 2.11? 2.12????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
22 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????Horie & Saito?1996???????????
????????????????????????????????????
????
(15) a. [????????*???? ]??????????????
b. [????????*?????? ]????????????
c. ??? [??????*?????? ]????
d. [???????????*??????? ]???????????
???????Horie & Saito?1996???Fry & Kaufmann?1998?????
?????????????focus marker???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
(16) a. [????????? ]??
b. [???????*???? ]??
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
2.5. ????????? ?? 23
2.5.9 ??????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 2.13? 2.14
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 7?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??? ???? ???? ?? ????
? 72.2% (575/796) 88.2% (127/144) 87.6% (1,107/1,264) 89.4% (4,549/5,090) 99.2% (249/251)
? 27.8% (221/796) 11.8% (17/144) 12.4% (157/1,264) 10.6% (541/5,090) 0.8% (2/251)
X2 = 218.34, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.13: MJD?????????????????????
??? ???? ???? ?? ????
? 82.1% (655/798) 86.6% (136/157) 89.5% (484/541) 94.8% (2,858/3,016) 100% (284/284)
? 17.9% (143/798) 13.4% (21/157) 10.5% (57/541) 5.2% (158/3,016) 0% (0/284)
X2 = 67.1, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.14: CSJ?????????????????????
2.5.10 ???
Harada?1971??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
7??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
i) ??????????
24 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
(17) a. [??????? ]??
b. [??????????? ]??
? 2.15? 2.16?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????Harada?1971????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?? ???
? 82.9% (4,371/5,274) 98.5% (2,291/2,326)
? 17.1% (903/5,274) 1.5% (35/2,326)
X2 = 363.87, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.15: MJD??????????????????
?? ???
? 89.4% (3,158/3,534) 99.8% (1,278/1,281)
? 10.6% (376/3,534) 0.2% (3/1,281)
X2 = 140.38, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 2.16: CSJ??????????????????
2.5.11 ?????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????Watanabe 1996??
(18) a. [???*?????? ]?
b. [?????*???? ]?
2.6. ?? ?? 25
???????????????? 2.17? 2.18??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????
??????? ???????
? 100% (641/641) 86.5% (6,021/6,959)
? 0% (0/641) 13.5% (938/6,959)
? 2.17: MJD????????????????????
??????? ???????
? 100% (170/170) 91.8% (4,266/4,645)
? 0% (0/170) 8.2% (379/4,645)
? 2.18: CSJ????????????????????
2.6 ??
2.6.1 ??
??????Rbrul??????????????????????cf. Johnson
2009??Rbrul??????R?????? glmer??????????????
??????????? 8??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
????????GOLDVARB X????????????????????
???????????knockout factor??????????????????
??????????????????????cf. Paolillo 2002; Johnson 2009;
8Rbrul????? \http://www.danielezrajohnson.com/Rbrul manual.html"
26 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
Roy to appear???????????????????2.5.11?????????
???????????CSJ????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????; ?????=33??????=??????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????MJD???? 6,293????????=5,357????=936??
CSJ???? 2,734????=2,359????=375????? 9?
???? ?
????? 76??MJD?
???????? 79??CSJ?
?? ???? ?????????
????? ????????MJD??
5??????????CSJ?
?? ?CSJ??? ?????
??? ??????
??? ?????????????
???????? ????????
????????? ??????????
???????? ??????????
????????? ???????????????????
????????
??????? ?????????????
?MJD?????? ????
? 2.19: ?????????????????????????
? 2.19????????????????????????????????
9??????????????????????????????????????????
MJD??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????CSJ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
2.6. ?? ?? 27
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? &???????????
??????????????????CSJ????????????????
?????????????????MJD???????????CSJ????
???????????????????????
2.6.2 ??
MJD????CSJ???????Rbrul?????????????????
???? 2.4? 2.5???????? 10???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? factor weight????????????
????????factor weight??????????GOLDVARB X?????
???????????????Sanko et al. 2005??????????????
????????????????factor weight??? 0.5??????????
??????????????????????? 0.5????????????
???????????????????cf. Paolillo 2002?11?
? 2.5?????CSJ??????????????????????????
?????????factor weight??????????????????????
??????????????????factor weight; ??: 0.418???: 0.582??
???? 2.4? 2.5???????????????MJD????CSJ????
?????????????????????MJD?????????????
?????CSJ??????? 5??????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 12?
10??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
11Johnson?2009?????????????factor weight????????? log-odds??
????????
12???????????????????????????????????????
28 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
...
? 2.4: MJD??????? Rbrul????????????????????
??
2.6. ?? ?? 29
...
? 2.5: CSJ???????Rbrul??????????????????????
30 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
????????? 2.4????????????????????????
??????MJD????????????????????????????
?????? 2.4????????? log-odds???-0.087??????????
?????????????????????????????CSJ?????
?????????????????????????MJD?????????
??????????????????????????????CSJ????
?????????????????????????2.4??????????
?????????????????????MJD????CSJ???????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????MJD????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????? 1?????????????????????CSJ???
?????????????????????? 2.20????????????
????????????????????????????????
1 (????) 2 3 4 5 (????)
? 64 657 1,107 464 67
? 11 114 174 67 9
? 2.20: ???????????? CSJ??????????????????
???
2.7. ?????????????? ?? 31
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???CSJ????????? 5??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???3.3????????????????????????????????
2.7 ??????????????
??????????????????????????????MJD?CSJ
???????????????????????????????MJD???
???????????CSJ???????????????????????
??????????????MJD????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????CSJ??
?????????? 60???MJD??????? 100???????????
??????????????????????????????????CSJ?
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????MJD?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????CSJ?
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
32 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
?????????????????1925-1970?????MJD?CSJ????
????????????????MJD??????????????????
??????? 2.6??????????? 2.6???????????1925-70
??MJD????????????????????????????????
??MJD????? 1925-70???????????????????????
???????????????????????CSJ????????????
?????????????????????? 1925-70???????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????CSJ??????????????????
???????????????????? S??????????cf. Denison
2003??? 2.1??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
CSJ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ne?????????????????
????????????????Sanko & Vincent 1980???????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Sakai 1994, ?? 2002??
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
2.7. ?????????????? ?? 33
...
? 2.6: 1925-70??MJD???????Rbrul???????????????
???????
34 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
(19) ???????
a. ??????????????
[??????]?
b. ????????????????
??? [ pro ???]?
(19b)?????????? pro??????????????????????
??????????????????? pro????????????????
?19????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 3.2??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
(20) [????????]?
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????3.2?
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????Jang 1995, Sohn 2004,
Jin 2013?????????????????????????????????
2.8. ??????????? ?? 35
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
2.8 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????Jang 1995, Sohn 2004, Jin 2013????????
????????????????????
Nambu & Matsuda?2007????????????????????????
???????????1970?????1982??Matsunaga?1983???????
?????????????????????????????????????
??? 2.7?13?
? 2.7??????????????????????????????????
?????????? 14??????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 2.7???????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 2.7?????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 15?????????????????????
13Nambu & Matsuda?2007??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????cf. ?? 2010??
14??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
15??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
36 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
? 2.7: ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????? 2.7?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????Nambu & Matsuda?2007??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????1603-1867??
????????????????????1936?????????1776-1822?
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???? 12.4%?25/202??????? 87.6%?177/202?????????????
???????????????????1936???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????cf. ?? 2013??
2.8. ??????????? ?? 37
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???? 2.7???????????????????????Haiman 1983?
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 16??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
? \change from above"?????????????????????? \change
from below"?????????????e.g., Labov 1994, 2001??
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 17?
???????????????Whitman?2006?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????Whitman?2006?????????
?????????????????????????????? [N]?????
???????????????C????????????????????
C[N]???????????????????????????13?? 16???
????????????????????????Whitman?2006?????
16?????????????????????????????????????????2010?
????????
17??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
38 ?? ? 2? ?????????????
??????????????? C? [N]?????????????????
??????? C??? [N]???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????C???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????multiple nominative construction?7??
????????????????8?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????MJD?CSJ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
2.9 ??
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????MJD?
CSJ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
2.9. ?? ?? 39
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????MJD?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????BCCWJ???????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
MJD?CSJ?BCCWJ??????????????????????????
????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????BCCWJ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????
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?3? ?????????????
?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????3.1????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????? 1970????????????????cf. Harada 1971??
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????expectation-based
theory??cf. Levy 2005, 2008???????????????3.1???????
????????????????????
3.2???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
42 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
3.1 ??????????????????
3.1.1 ????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????cf. Harada 1971??
(21) a. ?????
??? [??????????]?????
b. ??????
??? [??????????????????]??????
?????????????21b????????????21a?????????
??????????????????????????Miyagawa?2011 a??
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????
(22) John studies (*hard) English (hard).
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????23??Guy & Bayley?1995??????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 43
???????????????????????which, that, ???????
?the house????????????????????????????????
????????? 3.1??
(23) a. This is the house which/that I told you about .
b. This is the house in a small town close to Boston which/that/ I told
you about .
wh- that 
????????????? .42 .48 .76
??????????????????? .49 .58 .16
????VARBRUL?????????factor weight?????cf. Paolillo 2002??
? 3.1: ????????????????Guy & Bayley 1995?
? 3.1?????????????????????GOLDVARB X????
???????????? factor weight??????????????????
?????????????factor weight?????????????????
3.1???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????MJD??????
????????CSJ???????????????MJD?????????
?????????????????? 7,600????????? 6,662?????
948???CSJ? 4,815????????? 4,436????? 379??????
44 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
???? ?????
MJD CSJ MJD CSJ
? 82.9% (4,371/5,274) 89.4% (3,158/3,534) 98.5% (2,291/2,326) 99.8% (1,278/1,281)
? 17.1% (903/5,274) 10.6% (376/3,534) 1.5% (35/2,326) 0.2% (3/1,281)
? 3.2: MJD?CSJ??????????????????????
? 3.2?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
???????????????Shibatani?1975??????????????
????????????????????????Shibatani?1975?????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(24) a. [????*???????]?
b. ?? [?????????????]????????
?Shibatani 1975?
(24a)?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????(24b)??????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????(24b)?????????????????????????????
????????Shibatani 1975???????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 45
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
3.2????????????????????????
3.1.2 ????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????? D-licensing???e.g., Ochi 2001; Miyagawa 2011a?? C-
licensing???e.g., Watanabe 1996; Hiraiwa 2005?????????????
????Miyagawa 2011a???????Miyagawa?2011a??????????
D-licensing???????????????????????????????
????????Hiraiwa?2005????C-licensing?????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???? 1?
Miyagawa?2011a???? D-licensing??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????
(25) a. ??? [???????????]???????
b. [???????*?????]??????????
D-licensing??????????????????????????????
??D??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???e.g., Watanabe 1996; Hiraiwa 2005??
(26) a. ???? [???????????]???????????
1???????????????????????????????????Nambu?2012?
????????
46 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
b. ???? [????????]????????
D-licensing?????????????????Maki & Uchibori?2008??
????????????????????N???????????????
????????????????????????????
(27) a. ?? [??????????????]???????????
b. ?? [??????????]????????
?27??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????26???????????????????
????DP??????????????????????????????
????????Takahashi?2010a?????????????????????
Miyagawa?2011a????????????????????????????
????
(28) D-licensing ?Miyagawa 2011a?
a. ????????? b. ?????????
DP
NP
CP
TP
SubjNOM T'
vP T
C
NP
D
DP
NP
TP
vP
SubjGEN v'
VP v
T
NP
D
?28???????????? Spec,TP????????????? Spec,vP
???????????????28a???????????28b????????
?????CP?????????????????????CP???????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 47
T??????????????????CP?????D??CP? phase???
?D-licensing?????????Phase Impenetrability Condition?PIC????
?????????Chmsky 2001??????????????????????
?????
(29) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2001, Asarina 2011)
In phase  with head H, the domain of H is accessible to operations outside
 only until the next (strong) phase head is merged.
?????????D ? phase ???????????e.g., Chomsky 2001;
Svenonius 2004??D????????????? CP? phase???????
????????????????????????CP???????????
???D? PIC????????????????????????
Miyagawa?2011a????????????? CP????????????
????Cinque?1999???????????????????? CP????
?????????????TP??????????????????????
Miyagawa?2011a?? CP????????????????????????
???????????????????????? CP??????????
???
(30) a. [???????*? ???]?
b. [???????????]?
?Miyagawa 2001a?
???Hiraiwa?2005???? C-licensing????????????????
??CP??????????????????????????????????
????????C? [+N]???????????????????????C
? [+N]???????????????? C-T??????????????
????D-licensing???????C-licensing???? [+N]?????????
????????????????????????????????????
?Hiraiwa?2005???????????????
48 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
(31) NP
CP
TP
DPiNom=Gen T'
vP
ti v'
VP v
T
C[+N]
NP
???Hiraiwa?2005??C-licensing????????????C[+N]-T???
??????????????????
(32) a. [?????????]?????????
b. ?????*??????????
(Hiraiwa 2005)
?32a??????????????????????????32b??????
????????????????????????????
???2???????????D-licensing????????????????
????????????????C-licensing???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????D-licensing??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 49
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????
3.1.3 Miyagawa?2011a?????????????
???Miyagawa?2011a????D-licensing???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????Miyagawa?2011a?????????
?28b?????????T?C??????????????????????
????C??T???????????????EPP???????????
????????T?????? Spec,TP?????????????????
Spec,vP??????????????????????????????TP?
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????? CP???????????????????????
????????????????????CP???????????????
? Spec,vP??????TP????????????????????????
Miyagawa?2011a????????????????????????????
?????????????? VP????????????????????
??????
(33) ???????????
?Miyagawa 2011a?
??????Miyagawa?2011a?????????????????????
VP??????????Spec,vP?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
50 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
3.1.4 ???: ???????
????
40????????????????????: ???, ?: ????????
?????????????????????????? vs. ????????
??????vs.??????????????????????????????
????????????3.1.2??????????Miyagawa?2011a????
??????CP?????????????????????????????
????????????CP??????????????TP???????
????????VP???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????? 32????????????????????????????
????????????????cf. Schutze & Sprouse to appear???????
???????????? 53???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????34??????????????????????????34a?
????????????????????????????????????
?????
(34) ????????????????
a. ????
?????????????????????????????
b. ?????
?????????????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 51
?????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?Baayen 2008; Baayen et al. 2008; Jaeger 2008??? 3.3???????????
??????????????? 3.3????????????????????
?????????
???? ?????
? 4.31 (1.05) 4.32 (1.13)
? 3.61 (1.33) 2.69 (1.59)
? 3.3: ????????????????
?????????????????????? Z????????????
??????????????????????????????? 3.1????
????????????? Z???????????????????
? 3.1??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 3.1?????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????ADJACENCY?????????????NOMGEN?
????????????????????????R???lme4? languageR
?????????????????????????????????????
R???? anova????????????????????????????
?????????? NOMGEN? ADJACENCY???????????????
??? 3.4????????????????????????
t???????????????????????????????????
?????????cf. Roland et al. 2012??? 3.4?????? NOMGEN??
???NOMGEN? ADJACENCY??????????????????????
52 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
? 3.1: ??????? Z???????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) -0.12218 0.09573 -1.276
NOMGEN 0.53538 0.08677 6.170
ADJACENCY -0.57935 0.11073 -5.232
NOMGEN? ADJACENCY 0.5766 0.16241 3.551
? 3.4: ???????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 53
?????????????????????????????????????
? 3.1??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
3.1.5 ???: ?????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????
?????67?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????? 40-50????????????????????????reading
span test, RST????????????self-paced reading task, SPR?????
???????????RST??SPR???????????????????
???????????????
RST????Daneman & Carpenter?1980?????2002?????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????A?????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
54 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 0.5?????
???????
SPR??Douglas Rohde???Tcl/Tk????????????Linger?v.2.88?
?????Mac OS X?Apple Mac mini??????? 17???TFT????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????Just, Carpenter & Woolley 1982??????
???????????????????????????????? 16???
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????
(35) SPR??????????3.1.4?????????????
a. ????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 55
?????????????????????????????
b. ?????
?????????????????????????????
90?????????????????????????????10????
???????????????????????? 106??????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????F????????J????????????????
??????????????????????????????????20?
??????????????????????
??? SPR??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????? Z??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 50%?????????
????????????????????????Z??? 4.54???????
? 65?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 70%???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?RST???????????????????????????????? 2?
?????????????????????????????????????
22013????????????????????????RST?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????RST????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
56 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??
? 3.2?????????????????????????????????
???????????R???R? (HeadN)????????????????
?????????????????36???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????
(36) a. ????
??
?? 1
??
?? 2
???????
?? 3
???
?? 4
???
?? 5
????????????
b. ?????
???????
?? 1
??
?? 2
??
?? 3
???
?? 4
???
?? 5
????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????? 3.3?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????R???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????NOMGEN???????????????????????R?? lme4
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 57
? 3.2: ??????????????
? 3.3: ???????????????????
58 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
? languageR??????????????????????????????
???????R???? anova??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
? NOMGEN?????????????? 3.5? 3.6????????????
??????????????? 3.5? 3.6???? t????????????
?????????????????????????Roland et al. 2012???
???????????????????????? NOMGEN????????
????????????? 3.3??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 738.86 49.94 14.796
NOMGEN -99.01 46.45 -2.132
? 3.5: ?? 2???????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 780.75 51.84 15.061
NOMGEN -140.76 47.50 -2.963
? 3.6: ?? 3???????????????????????
????V??????HeadN??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????NOMGEN???????ADJACENCY??
?????????????????????????R?? lme4? languageR
?????????????????????????????????????
R???? anova????????????????????????????
????????????????????NOMGEN?????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 59
? 3.7? 3.8??????????????? NOMGEN? ADJACENCY????
??????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 620.818 30.393 20.426
NOMGEN -14.661 30.793 -0.476
ADJACENCY -6.986 30.638 -0.228
NOMGEN? ADJACENCY -28.253 43.501 -0.649
? 3.7: ?? 4???????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 624.005 33.805 18.459
NOMGEN -51.005 30.796 -1.656
ADJACENCY -7.287 27.182 -0.268
NOMGEN? ADJACENCY -7.242 38.541 -0.188
? 3.8: ?? 5???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 3.4????
????????-??????????????? 3.4??????-?????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????NOMGEN???????ADJACENCY?????
????????????????????NOMGEN????????????
?????? 3.9??????????????????NOMGEN?ADJACENCY
???? NOMGEN? ADJACENCY?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
60 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
????????????????-????????????????????
???????????
? 3.4: ????????? 1-5???????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 651.71 31.43 20.735
NOMGEN -23.50 20.22 -1.162
ADJACENCY 64.33 16.09 3.999
NOMGEN? ADJACENCY -56.90 22.83 -2.492
? 3.9: ?? 1-5???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?-???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 61
3.1.6 ?????????????????????
?????????????????????Miyagawa?2011a???????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? SPR????????????????
????????-????????????????????????????
??????????? 3.5????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
? 3.5: ????????????
(37) ?????
a. ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????????????
b. ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????????????
62 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
?37??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Miyagawa?2011a????????????
??????????????????????????????Spec,vP???
????????????????????????????TP???????
?????Miyagawa?2011a???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????VP?????Spec,vP?????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(38) =(28b) D-licensing?????????????Miyagawa 2011a?
DP
NP
TP
vP
SubjGEN v'
VP v
T
NP
D
????????????????????????????????? 3.6?
??????????-??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????NOMGEN?
?????REGION????????????????????????????
? 3.10?? 3.12?????????????
? 3.10? 3.11?NOMGEN?REGION?????? t??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 63
? 3.6: ????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 946.34 83.50 11.333
NOMGEN -40.56 100.81 -0.402
REGION -105.60 43.53 -2.426
NOMGEN*REGION -28.34 61.77 -0.459
? 3.10: ????????????????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 647.084 107.579 6.015
NOMGEN -9.503 143.344 -0.066
REGION 45.021 39.000 1.154
NOMGEN*REGION -44.480 55.342 -0.804
? 3.11: ????????????????????????????????
64 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 1284.98 138.34 9.288
NOMGEN -428.36 192.06 -2.230
REGION -167.83 38.16 -4.398
NOMGEN*REGION 96.23 54.18 1.776
? 3.12: ????????????????????????????????
???????????? 3.12??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 3.6???
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????D-licensing???????
??????????????????????
?????Miyagwa?2011a????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????cf. Levy 2005, 2008?
????????????????????????????????????
???
3.1.7 ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????e.g., Levy 2005, 2008??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 65
(39) =(35) ?????
a. ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????????????
b. ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????cf. Shibatani 1975;
Miyamoto 2002, 2003, 2008????????????????????????
????TP???????????????VP??????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????
???3.2???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????? SPR????????39b????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????39b??????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????
(40) ???????????
a. NP? [???? ...???????????
b. [NP? ???? ...??????????
?40??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????40a????
???????????40b????????????????????????
66 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????40a?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????40b???????????????
?????????????????
??????????????? SPR??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????40a????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????40b????????????????????????
???????????????2.5.10???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????40b???????????????????????
??????????????V??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
3.1. ?????????????????? ?? 67
??????39b????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????40b??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????
3.1.8 ??
???????????????????????1970??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Miyagawa?2011a????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????Miyagawa?2011a???
???????????????????????????????VP????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
68 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????? SPR???????????????????TP
???????????????VP????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??? VP???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
3.2 ??????????????????????
3.2.1 ????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
(41) a. ????????
???? [???]?????
b. ??????
???? [?????????]??????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????cf. Harada 1971??
(42) ???? [???????????]??????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????/?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 69
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???
(43) ?????????????????????
a. ????????
????? [??? [[pro ?????]??]??????
b. ???????
????? [[????????]??]??????
????????????(43a)?????????????????????
?????Sakai 1994; ?? 2002??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? pro??????
?? pro?????????????????????????????????
??????(43b)????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????
3.2.2 ??: ????????????????????
???????????????????????MJD???????????
???CSJ????????????????????????????????
70 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 3.13???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
MJD CSJ
? 77.5% (6,662/7,600) 92.1% (4,436/4,815)
? 12.5% (938/7,600) 7.9% (379/4,815)
X2 = 62.13, d.f.=1, p < .0001
? 3.13: (=? 2.1) ????????????????????????
????Rbrul?cf. Johnson 2009????????????????????
??CSJ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 3.7????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????1987?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????? 3.13????????????????????????????
????????????????????Ide?1999????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????CSJ????
????????????????????????????????????
???????CSJ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 71
? 3.7: (=? 2.1) MJD???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
3.2.3 ???: ??????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????Strand 1999, Casasanto 2009, Campbell-Kibler 2009, Squires
2011???????????????????????????????????
72 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
??????cf. Chambers 2002???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
??
??????25????????????: 25-50???: 33???: 12?, ??:
13???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????? [+human]???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????3.2.2??? 3.13????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 20??????
20??????44?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????45?????
????????????46????????????????????????
???????????????
(44) ?????????????????????
??????????
a. ?????????????????
????????????????????
b. ??????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 73
?????????????????
(45) a. ?????????????: [NP? ?? NP?...]
b. ?????????????: [?? NP? ?? NP?...]
(46) ??????
a. ????: ??????????????????????????
b. ??: ????????????????????????????
?????
c. ???????: ??????????????????????
??
? 3.14?????????????????????????????????
????????3.2.2??? 3.13?????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????? ???????
?????? 83.2% (416/500) 16.8% (84/500)
? 3.14: ?????????????????
?????????????????????????? 3.15???????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 3.16????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 3.17??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
74 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
???????? ???????
?????????? 88% (220/250) 12% (30/250)
?????????? 78.4% (196/250) 21.6% (54/250)
X2 = 8.24, p< 0.01
? 3.15: ???????????????????????????
???????? ???????
????? 86.8% (217/250) 13.2% (33/250)
????? 79.6% (199/250) 20.4% (51/250)
X2 = 4.64, p< 0.05
? 3.16: ??????????????????????
???????? ???????
?? 80% (208/260) 20% (52/260)
?? 86.7% (208/240) 13.3% (32/240)
X2 = 3.92, p< 0.05
? 3.17: ????????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 75
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????STYLE?????GENDER????
????????NUM.ADVERBS??????????????????????
?????????????????R?? lme4? languageR????????
?????????????????????????????R???? anova
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 3.18???????????????????
???
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -2.2314 0.3199 -6.976 3.04e-12
STYLE 0.7003 0.2776 2.522 0.01167
GENDER 0.6689 0.6376 1.049 0.29415
NUM.ADVERBS -8.641 0.2737 -3.157 0.00159
STYLE  GENDER -0.6954 0.5596 -1.243 0.21399
? 3.18: ????????????????????????????
????????? STYLE?p<0.05?? NUM.ADVERBS?p<0.01??????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????Labov?2011???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
76 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
?????????e.g., Trudgill 1974??????e.g., Labov 2011???????
??????e.g., Eckert 2000???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????Harada?1971??????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????? 3.19??????????????????????????
????
???????? ???????
??????? 51.8%(103/199) 43.1% (22/51)
??????????? 48.2% (96/199) 56.9% (29/51)
X2 = 1.21, d.f.=1, p=0.2713
? 3.19: ???????????????????????????
? 3.19????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 77
3.2.4 ???: ??????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 20???????????: 23-38???: 30.6?
??: 12?, ??: 8????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 3.11
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
??
??????????????????????? vs.???????????
????????????? vs. ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 16??????? ???????
?????? 32?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????47???????????????
(47) ??????
a. ????: ?????????????????????????
78 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
b. ??: ????????????????????????????
?????
c. ???????: ??????????????????????
??
??????????? 3.20??????????????????????
?????????????
???????? ???????
?????? 90.2% (303/336) 9.8% (33/336)
? 3.20: ?????????????????
?????????????????????????? 3.21???????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? 3.22???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????? 3.23?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????? ???????
?????????? 3.6% (6/168) 96.4% (162/168)
?????????? 16.1% (27/168) 83.9% (141/168)
X2 = 14.81, d.f.=1, p< .001
? 3.21: ???????????????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 79
???????? ???????
?? 7.8% (10/128) 92.2% (118/128)
?? 11.1% (23/208) 88.9% (185/208)
X2 = 0.94, d.f.=1, p=0.3323
? 3.22: ?????????????????? 2?
???????? ???????
????????? 11.3% (19/168) 88.7% (149/168)
??????? 8.8% (14/168) 91.2% (154/168)
X2 = 0.84, d.f.=1, p = 0.3594
? 3.23: ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????HON?????GENDER????
????????NUM.ADVERBS??????????????????????
?????????????????R?? lme4? languageR????????
?????????????????????????????R???? anova
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 3.24????????????????????
??????????????????????????????NUM.ADVERBS
???????????????????p<0.001??
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -2.7407 0.3057 -8.966 < 2e-16
HON -0.3492 0.4010 -0.871 0.383764
GENDER -0.3457 0.5563 -0.621 0.534346
NUM.ADVERBS 1.7373 0.4915 3.534 0.000409
HON  GENDER 0.5640 0.8500 0.663 0.507011
? 3.24: ????????????????????????????
80 ?? ? 3? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
3.2.5 ??
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
3.2. ?????????????????????? ?? 81
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? vs.???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????

83
?4? ??????????????
????????????
??
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????e.g., Shibatani 1975?????????????????
?????????????????????????????Shibatani?1975?
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????cf. Vallduv 1992, Lambrecht 1994, Erteschik-Shir
2007???????????????????????????????????
???????Hyun-Kyung Hwang??????????????? 1?
1??????????????????? 23? Japanese/Korean Linguistics???????
?????
84 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
4.1 ????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????cf. Shibatani 1975?2 ?
(48) ?????
a. ???????????????
b. ???????????????????
(49) ?????
a. ???????????????
b. ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????e.g., ?? & ?? 2006???????Shibatani?1975?
?????????????????????????????????????
Shibatani?1975???*???????????????????????????
????????????????????
(50) a. ????????????
b. ???????????????
c. ???????????????????
d. ?????*?????????????????
e. ????*????????????????????????
?Shibatani 1975?
2?????????????????????????????????????Exceptional
Case Marking??Kuno 1976; Ura 1994; Tanaka 2002; Hiraiwa 2005; Takeuchi 2010??????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????
i) ?????????????????? ?Takeuchi 2010)
4.1. ???? ?? 85
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????Shibatani?1975??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
(51) X NP-ga Y! X [S NP-ga Y ?Shibatani 1975?
?51?????????????????????????????????
Shibatani?1975??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Miyamoto?2002, 2003, 2008?
?????????????????????????????????????
Shibatani?1975??????????52a??????????????52b???
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????
(52) a. ??????????
b. ?? [????????????]?????????
?Shibatani 1975?
?50????????? Shibatani?1975?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?50e??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Shibatani?1975?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? Shibatani?1975????
????????????cf. Miyamoto 2008????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????
86 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????Shibatani?1975?
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???cf. Vallduv 1992, Lambrecht 1994, Erteschik-Shir 2007?????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???
4.2 ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Shibatani 1975, Saito 1982, Takezawa 1987,
Dubinsky 1992, Tada 1992, Koizumi 1994, Ura 2000, Nomura 2003, Takano 2003,
Takahashi 2010??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Nomura?2003, 2005????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????53???????????e.g., Tada 1992; Koizumi 1994;
Takano 2003???????????????????????????????
??????54??
(53) ???????????????
(??????????????????????????? (only > can)
(54) ??????????????????????????????????
???????? (can > only) ?Nomura 2003, 2005?
4.2. ????????????? ?? 87
?????????Takahashi?2010????????????????????
????????????????????55????????????????
???????Takahashi?2010???????????????????????
?????????????????v???????????????????
????T???????????????v????????????????
??????? 3?
????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 4???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
3Takano?2003??Bobaljik & Wurmbrand?2007????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
4??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???
88 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
(55) Takahashi?2010??????????????
TP
SubjNOM T'
canP
tsubj can'
vP
PRO v'
VP
OBJNOM=ACC V
v[Acc]
can
T
??????
4.3 ????: ???????
4.3.1 ??
???????????????????????????????????
?????????: ?????: ?????????????? 26?????
?????????????????????????????????????
4.3. ????: ??????? ?? 89
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????vs.??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????? 36???????????????
(56) a. ????????????
????????????????
b. ??????????
????????????????????
c. ?????
????????????????????
4.3.2 ??
? 4.1?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????????? ?????
?????? 4.06 (1.27) 4.5 (0.77) 2.47 (1.25)
?????? 4.66 (0.69) 4.78 (0.58) 4.31 (0.93)
? 4.1: ????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
90 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
??????? Z????????????????????????????
??????????????? 4.1???????????Z????????
????
? 4.1: ??????? Z???????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Shibatani?1975??????
??????????????????????????????????? 4.1
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????cf. Mazuka et al.
2002, Miyamoto & Takahashi 2002??
? 4.1??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????ADJACENCY?????????????NOMACC?
????????????????????????R???lme4? languageR
?????????????????????????????????????
4.4. ????? ?? 91
R???? anova????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 4.2???????????
???????????? 4.2? p???R????? languageR???????
?????MCMC????????????Baayen 2008, Baayen et al. 2008??
Estimated Standard Error t-value p-value (by the MCMC method)
(Intercept) 0.49822 0.06090 8.180 <.0001
NOMACC -0.23462 0.06499 -3.610 <.001
ADJACENCY {0.44580 0.07959 -5.601 <.0001
NOMACC  ADJACENCY -1.39385 0.11256 -12.383 <.0001
? 4.2: ?????????????????
? 4.2??????? NOMACC? ADJACENCY?????NOMACC? ADJA-
CENCY???????????????????????p<.0001??????
??????????????????????????????????? 4.1
?????????????????????????????????????
???
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
4.4 ?????
4.4.1 ??
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? 20???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
92 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 16??????????????
?????? 32?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
(57) a. ?????????????????????
??? [??????
b. ?????????????
??? [????????????]?????????
c. ??????????????
??????????????
4.4.2 ??
? 4.3?????????????????????????????????
??????? 4.4????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 4.5?????????????????
????????????????
???? ?????
?????? 88.5% (280/320) 12.5% (40/320)
? 4.3: ????????????
???????????????ANIMACY??????ADJACENCY?????
?????????????????????????????????????
4.4. ????? ?? 93
?? ??
???? 93.7% (150/160) 81.2% (130/160)
????? 6.3% (10/160) 18.8% (30/160)
X2 = 11.43, d.f.= 1, p < .001
? 4.4: ????????????????
???? ?????
???? 88.5% (140/160) 88.5% (140/160)
????? 12.5% (20/160) 12.5% (20/160)
? 4.5: ????????????????
????????????????????????R?? lme4? languageR?
????????????????????????????????????R?
??? anova???????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 4.6??????????????
???????????ANIMACY ?????????? (p<0.05)?ADJACENCY
????????????????????????????
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 2.67509 0.39718 6.735 1.64e-11
ANIMACY -1.61523 0.71593 -2.256 0.0241
ADJACENCY 0.09016 0.43705 0.206 0.8366
ANIMACY  ADJACENCY -0.22207 0.88282 -0.252 0.8014
? 4.6: ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
94 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
4.5 ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????cf. Vallduv
1992, Lambrecht 1994, Erteschik-Shir 2007?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????Kim 1988; Ishinara 2001??
4.5.1 ??
???????????????????????????????????
??e.g., Kuno 1973; Heycock 1994, 2008; Vermeulen 2005???????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????Kim 1988; Ishihara 2001???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???Shibatani?1975??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
4.5. ????????????????????? ?? 95
??????????????????????????implicit prosody???
????????????????Fodor 2002????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
4.5.2 ??????
??
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
(58) ??: ?? > ??? > ????????? > ??
(59) ????????
a. ?????????????????????
b. ???????????????????
(60) ????????
a. ?????????????????????
b. ???????????????????
??????????????????F0????????e.g., Pierrehumbert
& Beckman 1988, Kubozono 1993, Sugahara 2003?????? F0??????
???e.g., Xu 1999, Xu & Xu 2005, Xu et al. 2010?????????????
???????F0????????????????????????????
????
?????????????????????26?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
96 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????broad focus??61?????????all-given??62????
?????????????????????????narrow/contrastive focus?
?63,64??????????????????????????????????
???B???????????????????????????????
(61) ?????Broad Focus?
A:??????
B:?????????????????????
(62) ???????All-Given?
A:????????????????????????????????
B:?????????????????????
(63) ??????????Narrow/contrastive Focus?
A:?????????????????????
B:?????????????????????????
(64) ???????????Narrow/contrastive Focus?
A:???????????????????
B:?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????broad focus?
????????all-given?????????????????????????
??????????????????contrastive/narrow focus???????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????F0???????????????????????
??????????????????????? F0??????? 100Hz?
?????????????????F0??????????????? Praat
?Boersma 2001???????????????????? F0??? 20Hz??
4.5. ????????????????????? ?? 97
??????? 10Hz???????????????????????????
??????????F0? 10Hz???????????????????F0?
10Hz???????????? 20Hz??????????????? 4.2? 4.3
?????????????????F0?????????? 180Hz?????
????????? 10??????????????????????????
????????????????????
? 4.2: ????????????? F0??
? 4.3: ?????????????? F0??
?????????????????? 10?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
98 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
??????????????broad focus?????????all-given?????
?? 21???????????
????????F0??????????????????????????
????? F0?????????? downstep?cf. Pierrehumbert & Beckman
1988; Kubozono 1989?????????????? F0???????????
???????????????? F0? post-focus compression???????
???????????????????????F0?????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????F0?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????
???????: ?????: ???????????????? 29????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Praat?????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????F0?????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????? 22?????? 30.7, ?? 13?, ?? ?????????????
?????
4.5.3 ?????
?4.7???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????F0?????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?? Z???????????????????????????????? 4.4
4.5. ????????????????????? ?? 99
?????? ??????
??? 4.23 (0.22) 3.41 (0.20)
? 4.7: ????????????????????
?????F0???????????????? Z?????????????
??????
? 4.4: F0????????????? Z???????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 4.4????? Z?????????
??????????????????????????????????? 4.4
????????F0?????????F0?????????????????
??????????????????F0?????????????????
?????????????????????? Z?????????????
100 ?? ? 4? ????????????????????????????
???????? 4.4???????????????????????????
?????????? F0?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? F0???
??????????????????????????????
???? 4.4??????F0????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
y=-0.25-0.0037x??R2???0.519??????????????y=-0.3+0.0025x
??R2? 0.701?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????F0?????????????????????????????
????????? F0??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????
4.5.4 ??
???????????4.3????????????????????????
???????F0????????????????????????????
????????????????? F0???????????????????
???????????????????????????? F0???????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
??????????F0??????????????????????????
???????????F0????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
4.6. ?? ?? 101
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
??? F???????????????????
(65) ??????: ??????????????????Narrow Focus?
A:???????????????????
B:??????????? [?????]F?????????
(66) ??????: ??????????Narrow Focus?
A:??????????????????
B:???? [???]F??????????????
(65)????????????????????????????????(66)
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation examines language variation, focusing on case alternations in Japanese,
addressing the issue as to how people choose one variant over the other in language use.
The goal of this dissertation is to shed light on the mechanisms of language use with respect
to which information people utilize in order to choose one linguistic form over another.
There are broadly two kinds of language variations: cross-linguistic/inter-speaker vari-
ation and intra-language/-speaker variation. Both of them have been examined to imple-
ment variability in grammar in the sense of its innate characteristics, and also delimit the
range of language universality. In the history of generative grammar, cross-linguistic vari-
ation has been approached with the idea of parametric variation since the Principles and
Parameters theory (e.g., Chomsky 1981; Snyder 2001; Bouchard 2003; Biberauer et al.
2009). As for intra-language/-speaker variation, in addition to the studies in the gener-
ative paradigm (e.g., Kroch 1989, 1994; Adger 2006), sociolinguistic studies have also
contributed to elucidate its nature through the discussion as to how we define syntactic
variation (e.g., Sankoff 1972; Lavandera 1978; Weiner and Labov 1983; Romaine 1984).
Not just syntactic variation but language variation in general is one of the principal topics
in sociolinguistics. Researchers in variation theory have investigated whether it is a case
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of language change over time in terms of real time or apparent time by speaker’s age, since
we usually observe a change in progress when there are alternatives to express the “same
thing” (i.e., semantically equivalent) (cf. Chambers 2002). Furthermore, factors which
affect a choice of variants in language use such as processing burden have been pursued
in the rise of the research of variation as a form of structural alternation (e.g., Rosenbach
2002, 2005; Hawkins 2003; Bresnan and Ford 2010).
This dissertation will focus on the intra-language/-speaker variation, taking up case
alternations as case studies and examining the type of conditions that affect the choice of
the variants in use. This kind of study will make a contribution to the research on language
universality through the lens of the essential variability of languages. Also, identifying
factors that affect a choice of variants will foster a better understanding of grammar (or I-
language, competence) referring to grammaticality, which is distinguished from language
in use (or E-language, performance) referring to acceptability (cf. Chomsky 1986).
The methodologies of this dissertation analyzing language variation are based on three
perspectives: corpus-based research, psycholinguistic research, and phonetics-based ex-
perimental research. Each approach generally corresponds to each chapter of the thesis. A
corpus-based study, where a corpus refers to data obtained by field work and stored as texts,
is typically employed in order to investigate language variation in use from a perspective
of the variation theory that has been developed in sociolinguistics (cf. Labov 1972, 1994,
2001, 2010; Sankoff 1982; Johnson 2009). The research question that guides the variation
theory concerns elucidating a relationship between a social meaning of a variable linguistic
form in a certain speech community and ways people in the community use the particular
linguistic variant. This is done by pinning down language-internal and -external factors
that affect the use of the linguistic variant. In addition to these aspects, an important theme
recognized by researchers working within the variation theory is to ascertain whether there
is a change over time in the use of the language variants in question, and the mechanisms
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of change, such as the motive of the change, and its driving force (cf. Weinreich et al.
1968; Labov 2002).
This dissertation reports on the results of an acceptability judgment task as an off-line
experiment (cf. Sprouse to appear, and references therein), and a self-paced reading task as
an online experiment (cf. Just et al. 1982), which have been well-developed in psycholin-
guistics, especially for investigating effects of language processing and comprehension on
the phenomena that have been discussed in syntax. The psycholinguistic approach can in-
vestigate aspects of variation that the corpus-based study does not cover, especially when
previous studies of a certain variation and its language-external/internal factors do not give
any account for those factors, since a statistical analysis using data from corpora does not
explain why the factors affect the linguistic phenomenon in question.
A phonetics-based experimental study was employed to accomplish two things: to ex-
amine the effects of information structure (cf. Vallduvı´ 1992; Lambrecht 1994; Erteschik-
Shir 2007) that is realized in prosody on the use of language variants; and to verify the
language variation in question is constrained by those aspects such as focus and sentential
old/new information pattern in language use, even if syntactic analyses of the variation
consider it as free variation.
This dissertation will look at the Nominative/Genitive Alternation (NGA) and Nomina-
tive/Accusative Alternation (NAA) in Japanese as case studies. NGA is a case alternation
between the nominative case marker ga and the genitive case marker no on an embedded
subject, as shown in (1) (cf. Harada 1971). NAA is an alternation between the nominative
ga and the accusative o, which occurs when a predicate is stative such as potential and
desiderative (2, 3) (cf. Shibatani 1975).
(1) Nominative/Genitive Alternation
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[kyonen
last.year
Ken-ga/no
Ken-Nom/Gen
kat-ta]
buy-Pst
hon-o
book-Acc
yon-da.
read-Pst
3
‘Taro read a book that Ken bought last year.’
b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
[kyonen
last.year
Ken-ga/no
Ken-Nom/Gen
ryuugaku-si-ta
study.abroad-do-Pst
riyuu-o
reason-Acc
oboe
remember
-tei-ru.
-Prog-Pres
‘Naomi remembers the reason why Ken studied abroad last year.’
(2) Nominative/Accusative Alternation with a potential predicate
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
zyoozuni
well
eigo-ga/o
English-Nom/Acc
hanas-e-ru.
speak-Pot-Pres
‘Taro can speak English well.’
b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
oisii
tasty
koohii-ga/o
coffee-Nom/Acc
tukur-e-ru.
make-Pot-Pres
‘Naomi can make good coffee.’
(3) Nominative/Accusative Alternation with a desiderative predicate
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
omosiroi
interesting
hanasi-ga/o
story-Nom/Acc
kik-ita-i-soo-da.
hear-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop
‘(I heard that) Taro wants to hear an interesting story.’
b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
utukusii
beautiful
syasin-ga/o
picture-Nom/Acc
tor-ita-i-soo-da.
take-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop
‘(I heard that) Naomi wants to take a beautiful picture.’
In Chapter 2, I will investigate the use of the case particles ga and no as NGA from
a sociolinguistic point of view using two corpora, employing the methodology that have
been developed in the theory of language variation, in oder to ascertain whether there is
an ongoing change and to elucidate the motive of language change and its driving force.
In Chapter 3, I will present the results of two experiments that use methodology from
psycholinguistics, and discuss the effects of adjacency on the acceptability of no as NGA
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from a perspective of language processing and comprehension. In addition, I will pro-
vide results of exploratory studies that use sentence completion task in order to examine
whether language-external factors can affect language comprehension, examining the ef-
fects of the language-external factors of NGA on a choice of the two interpretations of
NP with no. In Chapter 4, I will discuss the relationship between the use of case particles
ga and o as NAA, and the prosodic properties that reflect the information structure of a
sentence, providing results of an acceptability judgment task, a sentence completion task,
and a perception experiment. I argue that information structure affects the choice of the
case particles and their acceptabilities.
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Chapter 2
Corpus-based Study on
Nominative/Genitive Alternation (NGA)
Using a quantitative perspective, this chapter examines an alternation of two case particles,
ga and no in Japanese, called Nominative/Genitive Alternation (henceforth, NGA, a.k.a.
Ga/No Conversion, Harada 1971), and its current status with regard to language change.
In addition to ascertaining language-external and -internal factors that affect the use of the
two case particles from a statistical perspective, I claim that the data provide evidence of a
change in NGA (i.e., a change in the use of the nominative/genitive case particles), where
the nominative case particle ga takes over the genitive case particle no over time. This
study used ‘the Minutes of the Japanese Diet’ and ‘the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese’,
which I consider as the best corpora at this point in order to ascertain whether there is a
change in the use of ga and no as NGA. I employed a mixed-effects logistic regression
model to analyze the data. While the results prove that there was a change, they also
suggest that the use of ga and no becomes stable in the recent period without completing
the change, i.e., without vanishing the genitive no in the relevant environments. I argue that
the use of the genitive no in the relevant environments remains due to the existence of the
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pseudo-NGA in which the genitive no has a completely different syntactic structure (Sakai
1994; Kikuta 2002). Moreover, I argue that the existence of the change is compatible with
the historical path of the distributions of ga and no, pointing out the motive and driving
force of the change. Furthermore, I predict that the distributions of ga and no is heading
to a complementary distribution but it is not going to be complete because of the pseudo-
NGA, as in the case of Modern Korean (Jang 1995; Sohn 2004; Jin 2013).
2.1 Introduction
To elucidate the dynamic mechanism of language change, much research has been con-
ducted on language variation (cf. Chambers 2002). While analyzing language change,
several issues have been raised in previous studies, such as actuation problem (Weinreich
et al. 1968; Labov 2010) and directionality of change in terms of linguistic function (e.g.,
Givo´n 1979). There are various approaches to tackle these issues, such as an investigation
of speech communities as to how people use linguistic variables in question (Labov 2001),
a study of how people use linguistic variables with social meaning through social practice
(Eckert 2000), and a dissection of a linguistic function of variation in terms of economy
(Haiman 1983). Considering the two case particles in question as an example of language
variation, I investigate whether or not there is a change in NGA based on the data from
two speech corpora, and also discuss the motive and driving force of the change.
NGA represents a case alternation between the nominative case marker ga and the gen-
itive no, where either of the markers occurs in certain embedded clauses such as adnominal
clauses (4), but the genitive no cannot occur in main clauses (5).
(4) a. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
Ken-ga/no
Ken-Nom/Gen
yonda]
read
hon-o
book-Acc
karita.
borrowed
‘Naomi borrowed a book that Ken read yesterday.’
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b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
[yuki-ga/no
snow-Nom/Gen
ooi]
many
kuni-e
country-to
itta.
went
‘Naomi went to a country where there is a lot of snow.’
(5) Ken-ga/*no
Ken-Nom/Gen
hon-o
book-Acc
yonda.
read
‘Ken read the book.’
Based on his grammaticality judgment test with native speakers of Tokyo Japanese,
Harada (1971) claims that there is an ongoing change, whereby the speakers of Tokyo
Japanese increasingly prefer the nominative ga to the genitive no in relevant environments.
To test this language change hypothesis, Nambu (2007), Nambu and Matsuda (2007), and
Nambu (to appear a) conducted a real time investigation of the phenomenon using two
corpora: ‘the Minutes of the Japanese Diet’ (hereafter MJD) (cf. Matsuda 2004, 2008) and
‘the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese’ (CSJ) (cf. Maekawa 2003). However, their findings
are inconclusive. Nambu (to appear a) found that there is a discrepancy between the results
from the MJD and CSJ data with respect to ongoing change; the CSJ data do not show any
change in NGA, in contrast to the MJD data, which show a change in progress.
This chapter addresses the issue, employing a mixed-effects logistic regression model.
The previous studies discuss language-external/-internal factors of NGA, such as birth
year and predicate type. I introduce two more language-external factors for the statistical
analysis, style and gender. In addition, I introduce inter-speaker variation as a random
factor in the mixed-effects logistic regression model.
Nambu (to appear a) investigated the effects of speech style, but the definition of style
was vague in that stylistic effects were investigated in terms of different speech types in
in the CSJ corpus such as academic presentation speech and simulated public speaking,
where it is difficult to distinguish a stylistic difference between the speech types. A more
precise approach would be to exploit formality information in the CSJ corpus, where levels
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of formality were annotated for each speech in the corpus.
In addition, Nambu (to appear a) compared the two corpora, suggesting that the dif-
ference between the two corpora represents effects of formality on NGA. Therefore, the
analysis of NGA should consider gender effects. Since females prefer to use formal ex-
pressions more than males in Japanese (cf. Ide 1999), there might be gender effects that
reflect effects of formality on NGA.
Furthermore, following Johnson (2009), the current statistical analysis includes inter-
speaker variation as a random factor, employing a mixed-effects regression model. For in-
stance, Johnson (2009) reanalyzed a study of loanword stress shift in Hønefoss Norwegian
by Hilton (2007), including individual speaker as a random factor in the mixed-effects re-
gression model. He found that a factor that showed statistically significant effects in Hilton
(2007) turned out to be irrelevant to the variation in question. Thus, it is worth reinvesti-
gating the data with a mixed-effects model that incorporates the random factor in order to
reconsider change in NGA.
In addition to the three factors mentioned above: formality, gender, and the inter-
speaker variation, I include factors in the analysis that have been argued in the literature.
Some factors that have categorical effects (i.e., whereby only one of the case particles can
appear) have been found in syntactic studies (cf. Maki and Uchibori 2008), such as a tran-
sitivity restriction (Watanabe 1996). In addition, there are also factors whose effects are
non-categorical, such as stativity of predicate (Horie and Kang 2000; Nambu to appear a).
Since the main purpose of this study is to investigate the existence of change in NGA, this
analysis includes those factors in order to investigate their impact on NGA and to avoid
deviating from the current argument about language change.
This chapter is organized in the following way. First, I begin by introducing syntactic
aspects of NGA, distinguishing it from other phenomena that look similar to NGA, and
define which phenomena are treated as NGA in this study. Second, I explain the data
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sets obtained from the two corpora. Third, observations of the use of the case particles
over years in the data are presented to investigate the change in NGA. Fourth, factors
included in a mixed-effects logistic regression model are briefly explained and the results
of the analysis are provided. Fifth, I discuss the change in NGA in terms of the linguistic
functions of the two case particles, considering their historical path of distributions and
the motive and driving force of the change. Finally, I argue that the change is heading to
a complementary distribution of ga and no but it is not going to be complete due to the
pseudo-NGA (Sakai 1994; Kikuta 2002), as in the case of Modern Korean (Jang 1995;
Sohn 2004; Jin 2013).
2.2 Syntactic Aspects of NGA and Envelope of Variation
In this section, I clarify which uses of ga and no are the target of the current analysis,
referring to the literature on syntax. Linguistic environments of NGA were delineated to
obtain the data in this study, and the use of the nominative ga and the genitive no as NGA
were counted when they appeared in the relevant environments.
Syntactic aspects of NGA have been examined in almost every grammatical paradigm
proposed to date (Harada 1971; Shibatani 1975; Inoue 1976; Nakai 1980; Miyagawa 1993;
Ura 1993; Watanabe 1996; Nishioka 1998; Ochi 2001; Kikuta 2002; Hiraiwa 2005; Maki
and Uchibori 2008; Miyagawa 2011). As is well established, not every embedded clause
allows the genitive no as NGA, and therefore, the issue at stake in the literature is to iden-
tify conditions where the variation can appear (i.e., where the genitive no is acceptable).
Since the aim of this chapter is to clarify the existence of change, I do not go into details
regarding the syntactic mechanism in this discussion. Here, instead, I clarify the charac-
teristics of this alternation, particularly distinguishing it from other similar phenomena.
Previous studies take adnominal clauses as the canonical environments of NGA, as
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shown below.1
(6) Ken-wa
Ken-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
musuko-ga/no
son-Nom/Gen
yonda]
read
hon-o
book-Acc
katazuketa.
cleaned.up
‘Ken cleaned up the books that his son read yesterday.’
There are phenomena that I did not treat as examples of NGA, even though there is an
alternation between the case particles ga and no. One phenomenon is a multiple nomina-
tive construction as in (7) (e.g., Kuno 1973; Tateishi 1994).
(7) Multiple Nominative Construction
Taro-ga/no
Taro-Nom/Gen
inu-ga
dog-Nom
ookii.
big
‘Taro’s dog is big.’
The case particles ga and no in (7) function as possessive marker in the construction.
However, an NP with the genitive no as NGA cannot be interpreted as a possessor. In addi-
tion to this observation, Tateishi (1994) proposes a syntactic structure of this construction
that is quite different from the one for NGA proposed by Hiraiwa (2005) and Miyagawa
(2011) (see Section 3.1.2). Given the above differences between this phenomenon and
NGA, I exclude multiple nominative constructions from the data in this study.
There is also an environment where ga and no can alter, as shown below (Iida 1987;
Hasegawa 1991; Kageyama 1993).
(8) Taro-ga/no
Taro-Nom/Gen
siken-tyuu-ni,
exam-during-to
jiko-ga
accident-Nom
okita.
happend
1Adnominal clause in this study includes both gapped clauses (i.e., relative clauses) and gapless clauses
that modify a head noun. An example of a gapless clause is given below.
(i) [sakana-ga/no
fish-Nom/Gen
yakeru]
grill
nioi
smell
‘the smell of grilled fish’
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‘During Taro’s exam, the accident happened.’
The previous analyses account for this phenomenon, treating that siken ‘exam’ in (8)
is a verbal noun that has its own argument structure and takes the subject Taro as its ar-
gument. I do not count this alternation in NGA, since (8) does not have an overt tense in
the phrase/clause for the case alternation, which implies that the syntactic structures of this
alternation are different from the ones of NGA.
As mentioned above, the typical environments for NGA are adnominal clauses, but re-
cent studies argue that NGA might appear in other subordinate clauses (Hiraiwa 2005;
Yoshimura and Nishina 2008; Miyagawa 2011). Therefore, in addition to adnominal
clauses, the data I used include other environments that have been raised in the literature.
One environment is subordinate clauses headed by made ‘until’ and yori ‘than’ (Watanabe
1996; Kikuta 2002; Hiraiwa 2005). Another environment is apposition clauses headed by
a complementizer to-yuu or to-no (Inoue 1976; Ura 1993). The examples are as follows,
showing uses of the nominative ga as NGA.
(9) Made or yori subordinate clauses
a. [Basu-ga
bus-Nom
kuru]
come
made
until
suwatte-iyoo-ka.
sit-be-Q
‘Let’s sit until the bus comes.’
b. [Kyaku-ga
customers-Nom
kuru
come
yori
than
hayaku
early
nimotu-ga
luggage-Nom
tuita.
arrived
‘The luggage arrived before the customer came.’ (Kikuta 2002)
(10) To-yuu/to-no apposition clauses
[karera-ga
they-Nom
buzi-datta]
safe-were
to-yuu/to-no
COMP
sirase
news
‘the news that they were safe’ (Inoue 1976)
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2.3 Corpus-based Study on NGA
2.3.1 Two Speech Corpora
This study uses the data extracted from the MJD and CSJ corpora. The MJD corpus store
records of Diet (Congress) members’ speeches from every meeting in the Diet close to ver-
batim, and the data are available (http://kokkai.ndl.go.jp/) (cf. Matsuda 2004, 2008). The
most prominent feature of the MJD is that the corpus contains speech data spanning almost
60 years starting from 1947 (with respect to speakers’ birth year, over 100 years), and as
such it provides with an ideal dataset to investigate the variation that is experiencing ongo-
ing change, as seen in the analysis of the synchronic change of the morphological deletion
of the potential affix -ra using the MJD data (Sano 2009). The CSJ contains 661 hours
of spontaneous speech collected from 1999 to 2003, which corresponds to approximately
7.5 million words (cf. Maekawa 2003). Both of the corpora have information of speakers’
birth years and their hometowns, but the birth years in the CSJ are given in 5-year intervals.
The CSJ contains a variety of speech styles, consisting of spontaneous monologues (95%
of the corpus) and dialogues and readings (5% combined). In addition, levels of formality
of each speech were annotated in the corpus, which is the one I use to investigate stylistic
effects on NGA.
2.3.2 Data
The variants ga and no of NGA were extracted from speech by all Diet members in the
MJD, who are native speakers of Tokyo Japanese. I restricted the data only Tokyo Japanese
speakers in order to investigate Harada’s (1971) language change hypothesis that focuses
on Tokyo Japanese. There are 180 speakers of Tokyo Japanese in the MJD corpus (cf.
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Nambu 2007)2, and I sampled one speaker from each birth year to create a dataset with
chronologically equal proportions.3 This yields 76 speakers whose birth years range over
almost 100 years (1876 to 1970). Unfortunately, only one female was included in the data,
and thus, an analysis of gender is not available with the MJD data. The data in the corpus
were downloaded from the website as text files. For each speaker, I took 100 tokens of the
variable.
For the CSJ data, the uses of ga and no as NGA were extracted from speech by all
native speakers of Tokyo Japanese in the corpus, excluding one speaker whose speech was
tagged as reading style (79 speakers in total, 36 females, 43 males), obtaining all tokens of
the variable available from the speakers.4 Due to the small size of the raw speech data in
dialogues and readings in the CSJ corpus, only the case particle ga as the dominant variant
appeared in most of the speeches; therefore, I did not include them into my data. Thus, the
CSJ data contain only the data from spontaneous monologues. For both of the MJD and
CSJ datasets, I manually searched and extracted the variants ga and no in the speech data.
The distributions of ga and no in each corpus are presented in Table 2.1, which indicates
that the use of the genitive no as NGA in the MJD data is higher than the one in the CSJ
data. I will come back to this point later in this chapter.
2The references I used are as follows: Kizokuin/Sangiin Giin Meikan (Shugiin/Sangiin 1990a), Shugiin
Giin Meikan (Shugiin/Sangiin 1990b), Gendai Seijika Jinmei Jiten (Nichigai Associates 1999), Seijika Jin-
mei Jiten (Nichigai Associates 2003), Kokkai Binran (Nihon Seikei Shinbunsha 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001,
2002, 2003, 2004). Diet members who experienced special language training (e.g. TV announcers) were
excluded from the sample.
3Data in parentheses or brackets in the Minutes were excluded from this study, because they are citations
from someone else’s speech. Also sections where Diet members clearly read texts were excluded from the
sample.
4The average token of the speakers in the CSJ data is 60.95, the maximum is 438, the minimum is 8, and
its standard deviation is 57.97.
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MJD CSJ
ga 77.5% (6,662/7,600) 92.1% (4,436/4,815)
no 12.5% (938/7,600) 7.9% (379/4,815)
X2 = 62.13, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.1: Distributions of ga and no as NGA in the two corpora
2.4 Language Change and NGA
To determine whether change in progress is occurring, Figure 2.1 from the MJD data and
Figure 2.2 from the CSJ data demonstrate a chronological transition of the use of the
genitive case particle no as NGA through frequencies of the variant in speech over time.
Figure 2.1: Scatter plot of the rate of no in the MJD data
Figure 2.1 presents the rate of no from 1870 to 1970 with respect to speakers’ birth
years. In Figure 2.1, each point represents each speaker, which contains 100 tokens of the
variants. The gradual decline of the overall trend is fairly clear, with speakers gradually
switching from no to ga. The logistic regression line (Y=1/(1+e(−(29.239−0.0162X))), pseudo
R2=0.4876) given in Figure 2.1 supports this impression statistically, and thus, Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2: Scatter plot of the rate of no in the CSJ data
provides evidence that Harada’s (1971) language change hypothesis was correct.
Figure 2.2 from the CSJ data, on the other hand, does not display an ongoing change.
Although this speculation of the discrepancy between the two data is based on a visual
impression at this point, we can consider the following three reasons as possible causes of
the discrepancy. First, as I explained earlier, the MJD data cover a wider range of years
compared to the CSJ data. If we take a closer look at the region from 1925-1970 in Figure
2.1, which roughly corresponds to the range of the CSJ data in Figure 2.2, the dots in the
region in Figure 2.1 are more aggregated in the lower area than the ones before the period.
Also, the slope for the rate of the genitive use in the region is relatively gradual. I provide
Figure 2.3 to show the impression in the region independently, which is extracted from the
MJD data from 1920-1970. The decline of the use of the genitive no in Figure 2.3 is not as
sharp as the one in Figure 2.1. Thus, the different time ranges covered by the two corpora
might explain the different results. I will pursue this point later in this chapter.
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Figure 2.3: Scatter plot of the rate of no in the MJD data in the range 1920-1970
The second reason that may explain the discrepancy between the two sets of data is
that it is difficult to compare the results from the two corpora through the scatter plots,
because the birth years of the speakers in the CSJ corpus are given in 5-year intervals. The
third possible reason for the discrepancy is that the raw frequencies for the dots in Figure
2.2 are not uniform, in contrast to the ones in Figure 2.1. The rates of the genitive use are
generated from unequal frequencies of the variable (see footnote 4), and thus, Figure 2.2
might not carry sufficient information to discuss the ongoing change in question. There-
fore, I employed a mixed-effects logistic regression model to consider the chronological
transition of the use of NGA through speakers’ birth years that is not biased by the dif-
ferent frequencies of ga and no in the two corpora. In addition, the mixed-effects logistic
regression model can exclude plausible effects of other language-internal/-external factors
and inter-speaker variation on the use of the case particles ga and no; and thus, it allows us
to examine the chronological transition of NGA more precisely.
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2.5 Language-External/-Internal Factors
I adopted a mixed-effects logistic regression model in order to further explore whether
or not there is an ongoing change in NGA, taking into account the different distributions
of the data from the two corpora while also excluding plausible effects of other language-
external/-internal factors. I constructed a mixed-effects model including individual speaker
as a random factor in Rbrul (Johnson 2009). In this section, I present language-external/-
internal factors that were included in the mixed-effects model, providing cross tables for
each factor with Pearson’s chi-square in order to see their general tendencies in the corpora.
Some factors do not show a statistical significance in the chi-square result, but the cross
tables and chi-squares cannot take into account effects of other factors that might skew the
results. That is another reason for using the mixed-effects logistic regression model. After
introducing each factor, I discuss the procedure of the mixed-effects logistic regression
model.
2.5.1 Inter-speaker variation
I included individual speaker as a random factor in the analysis, following Johnson (2009),
since there is a concern that inter-speaker variation might obscure the genuine effects of
other factors in a statistical analysis, as described in Section 2.1.
2.5.2 Birth Year
Birth year can be used as a time scale for change in NGA. Including it as an independent
variable, a mixed-effects model computes its effect so that we can investigate the existence
of the change in NGA. I converted the speakers’ birth years in the MJD data into continu-
ous numerical values in 5-year intervals to make the data comparable with the CSJ’s 5-year
intervals.
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2.5.3 Gender
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, females generally tend to use formal variants more
often than males in Japanese (Ide 1999). If the use of the genitive no is more frequent
in formal speech as Nambu (to appear a) argues, we predict that females use the genitive
no more often than males in the data. Note that we can include gender as an independent
variable in the regression model only with the CSJ data, since the MJD data contain only
one female. Table 2.2 shows the frequencies of ga and no as NGA for each gender in the
CSJ data. As predicted, Table 2.2 with the Pearson’s chi-square shows that females uses
no as NGA more often than males.
Female Male
ga 91.1% (2,489/2,732) 93.5% (1,947/2,083)
no 8.9% (243/2,732) 6.5% (136/2,083)
X2 = 9.12, d.f.=1, p < .00025
Table 2.2: Gender and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
2.5.4 Style
Although he does not specify the detail of the effect, Nakagawa (1987) states that there is
a style difference between ga and no, and it is intuitively assumed that the written form
and formal speech promote the use of no rather than ga. I use formality information that is
annotated for each speech with a 5-point scale (1: informal, 5: formal) in the CSJ corpus.
As for the MJD data, I included the type of session at Diet (i.e., main/committee session)
to investigate effects of style, because the main session is generally considered as formal
compared to the committee session. Table 2.3 shows the frequencies of ga and no as NGA
in each category in the MJD data. As expected, there is a statistical significant difference
between the two sessions, indicating that the main session as more formal speech style
contains more uses of no. In the case of formality levels in the CSJ data, we do not find a
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statistical significance of the effect, as shown in Table 2.4. Instead, the use of ga and no is
relatively stable throughout the different levels of formality. I will come back to this issue
in Section 2.6.2.
Main Committee
ga 81.7% (437/535) 88.1% (6,225/7,065)
no 18.3% (98/535) 11.9% (840/7,065)
X2 = 19, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.3: Type of Session and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
1 2 3 4 5
ga 92.7%(140/151) 92.3%(1,409/1,526) 91.8%(1,951/2,126) 92.5%(825/892) 92.5%(111/120)
no 7.3%(11/151) 7.7%(117/1,526) 8.2%(175/2,126) 7.5%(67/892) 7.5%(9/120)
X2 = 0.72, d.f.=1, p = 0.3961
Table 2.4: Formality Level and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data (1: casual, 5: formal)
2.5.5 No Precedence Environment
“No precedence environment” refers to an instance when ga/no as NGA follows an NP
that has no at the end of the word, as shown in (11). If the NP is marked by the genitive no,
the sound concatenation becomes no-no. We expect that the sequence of identical sounds
no-no might be avoided in speech if there were an alternative form. Table 2.5 and 2.6 from
the MJD and CSJ data indicate the strong effect on the use of no as NGA; when the NP
ends with no, the genitive no is not preferred to be used.
(11) ookii
big
mono-ga/no
thing-Nom/Gen
aru
exist
mise
shop
‘the shop that has big things’
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No precedence Others
ga 98.3% (343/349) 87.1% (6,319/7,251)
no 1.7% (6/349) 12.9% (932/7,251)
X2 = 38.15, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.5: No Precedence Environment and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
No precedence Others
ga 100% (388/388) 91.4% (4,048/4,427)
no 0% (0/388) 8.6% (379/4,427)
Table 2.6: No Precedence Environment and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
2.5.6 Apposition Clauses
As discussed earlier in this chapter, there has been an argument whether or not NGA occurs
in to-yuu and to-no clauses. Table 2.7 and 2.8 show that the genitive no rarely appears in
to-yuu and to-no apposition clauses5, which is correctly predicted by syntactic analyses
(Hiraiwa 2005; Miyagawa 2011); the use of the genitive no is obstructed when there is an
overt C head such as to-yuu and to-no.6
to yuu clauses to no clauses Others
ga 98.9% (1,308/1,322) 100% (8/8) 85.3% (5,346/6,270)
no 1.1% (14/1,322) 0% (0/8) 14.7% (924/6,270)
X2 = 188.63, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.7: To-yuu/to-no Clauses and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
to-yuu clauses Others
ga 99.9% (699/700) 90.8% (3,737/4,115)
no 0.1% (1/700) 9.2% (378/4,115)
X2 = 67.46, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.8: To-yuu Clauses and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
5I excluded the data of to no clauses in the MJD data for the chi-square test due to the low frequencies.
6The CSJ data did not contain any example of NGA in to-no clauses.
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2.5.7 Head Noun
Head nouns of the embedded clauses where NGA occurs can be categorized as either
formal nouns (12) or other nouns (13).
(12) Formal nouns such as koto as head noun
[Taro-ga
Taro-Nom
kita]
came
koto
thing
‘the thing that Taro came’
(13) Other nouns as head noun
[Taro-ga
Taro-Nom
kaita]
wrote
hon
book
‘the book that Taro wrote’
According to Masuoka and Takubo (1992), formal nouns are derived by bleaching
their original meanings as content words, and they function as grammatical placeholder
such as nominalizers or complementizers. If a formal noun is a complementizer as a syn-
tactic property rather than a head noun, the expected result is that the use of the genitive
no as NGA with formal nouns is lower than that with other nouns. This is because the
nominal property of the adnominal clause head should be a crucial environment for NGA
(Yoshimura and Nishina 2008; Miyagawa 2011). The nouns tokoro, yoo, koto, no, and
wake are the formal nouns that I used for the mixed-effects model. Table 2.9 and 2.10
show that different head nouns have a statistically significant effect on NGA.Note that a
clause headed by no and tokoro has a rather low frequency of the genitive no as NGA. This
might imply that due to the grammaticalization, an embedded clause headed by no and
tokoro does not seem to function as an adnominal clause, which is a typical clause for the
genitive no as NGA.
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tokoro yoo koto no wake
ga 51.5% (88/171) 84.9% (706/832) 92.9% (1,054/1,134) 98.5% (2,138/2171) 100% (645/645)
no 48.5% (83/171) 15.1% (126/832) 7.1% (80/1,134) 1.5% (33/2,171) 0% (0/645)
X2 = 733.41, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.9: Head noun and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
tokoro yoo koto no wake
ga 100% (10/10) 97.1% (235/242) 95.9% (543/566) 99.9% (2,108/2,111) 100% (208/208)
no 0% (0/10) 2.9% (7/242) 4.1% (23/566) 0.1% (3/2,111) 0% (0/208)
X2 = 8.77, d.f.=1, p < .0003
Table 2.10: Head noun and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
2.5.8 Subject NP type
I also considered effects of subject NP type on NGA. The variable accusative case markers
(o/zero) in the colloquial speech of Tokyo Japanese are partially determined by the ob-
ject NP type (Matsuda 1995). Because this phenomenon and NGA are variations of case
particles, it can be inferred that NGA would also have preference for the NP type.
wh-phrases nominal clauses lexical words pronouns
ga 100% (28/28) 94.9% (1,173/1,236) 87.1% (4,974/5,710) 77.8% (487/626)
no 0% (0/28) 5.1% (63/1,236) 12.9% (736/5,710) 22.2% (139/626)
X2 = 117.44, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.11: Subject NP Type and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
wh-phrases nominal clauses lexical words pronouns
ga 100% (39/39) 99.4% (1,002/1,008) 90.2% (2,980/3,304) 89.4% (415/464)
no 0% (0/39) 0.6% (6/1,008) 9.8% (324/3,304) 10.6% (49/464)
X2 = 94.54, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.12: Subject NP Type and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
Table 2.11 and 2.12 suggest that there is a relationship between NGA and the informa-
tion status of the subject NP, showing that in both the MJD and CSJ data, the frequency of
the genitive no is from highest to lowest as pronouns > lexical words > nominal clauses
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> wh-phrases.7 As argued in Nambu (to appear b), the hierarchy indicates the effect of in-
formation that the NP carries; when the NP is informationally non-given (cf. Prince 1988;
Lambrecht 1994), it tends to take the nominative ga. Pronouns are given, that is, prag-
matically activated from the discourse. Lexical words and clauses are not guaranteed as
given, but mostly they carry new information. Wh-phrases are focused, which is indicated
by their phonological prominence (cf. Deguchi and Kitagawa 2002). Tables 2.11 and 2.12
show that wh-phrases always take ga. In addition, the use of pronouns with ga is not in-
compatible with the current argument, based on the fact that informationally given NPs
can also be focused (Kratzer and Selkirk 2010). Thus, the information status of the subject
NP affects the use of the case particles.
This is consistent with the compatibility of focus particles with ga of NGA but not with
no, as Horie and Saito (1996) pointed out, shown in the following examples:
(14) a. [Yamada-san-dake-ga/*?no
Yamada-hon-only-Nom/Gen
tanonda]
ordered
ryoori-wa
dish-Top
esukarugo-ryoori
escargot-dish
desita.
was
‘The dish that only Yamada ordered was an escargot dish.’
b. [Nihonzin-bakari-ga/*?no
Japanese-only-Nom/Gen
semerareru]
be.blamed
koto-ni-wa
thing-at-Top
nattoku-ga
consent-Nom
ik-anai.
go-Neg
‘I cannot accept that only the Japanese are blamed.’
c. Sore-wa
it-Top
[syusyoo-nomi-ga/*?no
prime.minister-only-Nom/Gen
motteiru]
have
kengen
authority
da.
is
‘It is authority that only the prime minister has.’
d. [Osyoku-ni
corruption-to
Tanaka-butyoo-made-ga/*?no
Tanaka-chief.director-even-Nom/Gen
kakawatteita]
was.involved
zizitu-wa
fact-Top
syokku
shocking
datta.
was
7I excluded the data of wh-phrases in the MJD and CSJ data for the chi-square tests due to the skewed
data.
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‘I was shocked at the fact that even Chief Tanaka was involved in the corrup-
tion.’
(Horie and Saito 1996)
Based on this observation, Horie and Saito (1996) conclude that the nominative ga is
a focus marker, along the line with a discussion by Fry and Kaufmann (1998). However,
the above examples are not enough to prove that ga is a focus marker. As in the following
examples, case markers other than ga can also occur with focus particles.
(15) a. [mizu-o/ga/no
water-Acc/Nom/Gen
nom-eru]
drink-potential
zikan
period
‘the period when (we) can drink water’
b. [mizu-dake-o/ga/*no
water-only-Acc/Nom/Gen
nom-eru]
drink-potential
zikan
period
‘the period when (we) can drink only water’
This example shows that the accusative case marker o can occur with the focus particle
dake ‘only’ in the adnominal clause. Therefore, I claim that the compatibility between the
nominative ga and focus particles does not imply that ga is a focus marker. Rather, the
examples in (14) and (15) only demonstrate that the genitive no as NGA is not compatible
with focus particles.
Thus, the quantitative data here represent that there is a correlation between informa-
tion status and NGA, but it is irrelevant to the argument whether or not ga is a focus marker.
Thus, what the quantitative data here shows is that the genitive no of NGA is generally not
preferred to be used when the embedded subject is focused or new information.
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2.5.9 Stativity of Predicate
I analyzed effects of stativity on NGA with respect to predicate type, dividing predicates
into adjective, nominal adjective, existential verb, verb, and copula. Table 2.13 and 2.14
show that the frequency of no is adjective > existential verb (e.g., aru, iru) > nominal
adjective> verb> copula (from highest to lowest). This indicates that the more stative the
predicate, the higher the use of the genitive no.8 The preference of stative environments
by the genitive no is compatible with the preference of no in nominal environments such
as adnominal clauses, in contrast to verbal/clausal environments.
Adjective Nominal Adjective Existential Verb
ga 72.2% (575/796) 88.2% (127/144) 87.6% (1,107/1,264)
no 27.8% (221/796) 11.8% (17/144) 12.4% (157/1,264)
Verb Copula
ga 89.4% (4,549/5,090) 99.2% (249/251)
no 10.6% (541/5,090) 0.8% (2/251)
X2 = 218.34, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.13: Stativity and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
Adjective Nominal Adjective Existential Verb
ga 82.1% (655/798) 86.6% (136/157) 89.5% (484/541)
no 17.9% (143/798) 13.4% (21/157) 10.5% (57/541)
Verb Copula
ga 94.8% (2,858/3,016) 100% (284/284)
no 5.2% (158/3,016) 0% (0/284)
X2 = 67.1, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.14: Stativity and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
8The low frequency of no with copula is exceptional in the stativity hierarchy, which requires an adequate
explanation in future research. One possible account for this exception is ambiguity that the genitive no has.
For instance, when no is used with copula, the NP with no can be interpreted as possessor.
i) Taro-no
Taro-Gen
gakusee-datta
student-was
jidai
time
‘the time when Taro was a student’ or ‘the time when someone was a Taro’s student’
We can assume that the use of the genitive no with copula was avoided due to this ambiguity.
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2.5.10 Adjacency
Harada (1971) claims that the existence of intervening elements between the subject NP
and its predicate affects the acceptability of NGA. He insists that intervening elements ob-
struct the use of the genitive no. The examples of adjacent and non-adjacent environments
are given in (16).
(16) a. Adjacent environment
[watasi-ga/no
I-Nom/Gen
itta]
said
koto
thing
‘the thing that I said’
b. Non-adjacent environment
[watasi-ga/no
I-Nom/Gen
sonotoki
then
itta]
said
koto
thing
‘the thing that I said at that time’
Table 2.15 and 2.16 show that the genitive no is less likely to appear when there is an
intervening element. In addition, both the MJD and CSJ data do not contain any use of no
where there are more than one intervening elements. I will come back to this adjacency
issue for further analysis from a psycholinguistic perspective in Chapter 3.
Adjacent Non-adjacent
ga 82.9% (4,371/5,274) 98.5% (2,291/2,326)
no 17.1% (903/5,274) 1.5% (35/2,326)
X2 = 363.87, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.15: Adjacency and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
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Adjacent Non-adjacent
ga 89.4% (3,158/3,534) 99.8% (1,278/1,281)
no 10.6% (376/3,534) 0.2% (3/1,281)
X2 = 140.38, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 2.16: Adjacency and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
2.5.11 Transitivity Restriction
A transitivity restriction states that if a direct object exists as an argument of the predicate
in the embedded clause, irrelevant to the word order, the genitive no as a subject marker
cannot appear in the same embedded clause as in (17) (Watanabe 1996). As this restriction
predicts, Table 2.17 and 2.18 do not show any use of the genitive no as NGA with a direct
object in the same embedded clause in the MJD and CSJ data.
(17) a. [Ken-ga/*no
Ken-Nom/Gen
hon-o
book-Acc
katta]
bought
mise
store
‘the store where Ken bought a book’
b. [hon-o
book-Acc
Ken-ga/*no
Ken-Nom/Gen
katta]
bought
mise
store
With a DO Without a DO
ga 100% (641/641) 86.5% (6,021/6,959)
no 0% (0/641) 13.5% (938/6,959)
Table 2.17: Transitivity Restriction and ga and no as NGA in the MJD data
With a DO Without a DO
ga 100% (170/170) 91.8% (4,266/4,645)
no 0% (0/170) 8.2% (379/4,645)
Table 2.18: Transitivity Restriction and ga and no as NGA in the CSJ data
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2.6 Analysis: Mixed-effects Logistic Regression
2.6.1 Procedure
I employed Rbrul to construct a mixed-effects logistic regression model (Johnson 2009).
As Johnson mentions in Rbrul’s manual9, Rbrul carrys out a mixed-effects logistic re-
gression using a function glmer in R. The mixed-effects logistic regression model was
calculated with NGA as the dependent variable, where the genitive no is a reference value
for the response, and independent variables that consist of the language-external/-internal
factors as introduced in Section 2.5.
Before conducting the analysis, I excluded tokens relevant to factors as independent
variables that contain a value yielding only one fixed value for the dependent variable,
which is known as knockout factor in variation framework with its unique statistical soft-
ware such as GOLDVARB X (cf. Paolillo 2002; Johnson 2009; Roy to appear). In the case
of NGA, a transitivity restriction in Section 2.5.11 falls into this category. Another exam-
ple of the factors is the “no precedence environment” in the CSJ data, where only the use
of ga was found in the environment. Also, the made and yori clauses in the data were not
included as independent variables for the analysis, since their frequencies are very low (the
total token from both of the corpora; made=33, yori=6). Such tokens could cause a wrong
calculation in the analysis or make the results difficult to interpret. After excluding these
tokens, the total token in the MJD data is 6,293 (ga=5,357, no=936) and 2,734 (ga=2,359,
no=375) in the CSJ data.10
Table 2.19 is a summary of the independent variables and their values for the anal-
ysis. Since the factors “subject NP type” and “no precedence environment” are about a
9http://www.danielezrajohnson.com/Rbrul manual.html
10There are other tokens that were excluded from the data for the analysis due to their low frequencies.
From the MJD data, to-no apposition clause, ‘wh-word’ as a subject NP type, and wake as a head noun were
excluded. From the CSJ data, tokoro and wake as a head noun, ‘wh-word’ as a subject NP type, copula as a
type of predicate, and to-no clause were excluded.
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subject NP with ga/no, I combined them into one factor “Suject NP type & no precedence
environment”.11 The combined factor is only for the MJD data, since “no precedence en-
vironment” is a knockout factor in the CSJ data, and therefore, the CSJ data has a single
factor “subject NP type”.
Independent Variables Categories/Values
Individual speaker 76 speakers in the MJD, 79 speakers in the CSJ
(as a random effect)
Birth Year numerical (5-year intervals)
Style main session, committee session for the MJD data,
5-point scale of formality in the CSJ
Gender male, female
(only for the CSJ data)
Adjacency adjacent, non-adjacent
Stativity adjective, nominal adjective, verb,
(realized as predicate type) existential verb, copula
Subject NP Type lexical nouns, pronouns, clauses
To-yuu apposition clause with/without to-yuu
Head Noun koto, no, wake, tokoro, yoo, others
No Precedence Environment NP ending with/without no
(only for the MJD data)
Table 2.19: Independent variables and their values in the mixed-effects logistic regression
2.6.2 Results
Figure 2.4 and 2.5 show the results of the mixed-effects logistic regression model using
Rbrul with the MJD data and the CSJ data.12 The mixed-effects models by Rbrul include
factors that have a statistically significant effect on NGA, and each factor in the model is
presented with factor weights that have been used in statistical software such as GOLD-
VARB X in variation framework (cf. Sankoff et al. 2005). The factor weights represent
11Some of subject NPs such as pronouns do not always end with no, and thus, there is an interaction
between the factor “subject NP type” and “no precedence environment”.
12Figure 2.4 and 2.5 are the results of the step-up procedure of the analysis, and I confirmed that they
matched with a step-down model.
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effects of each factor value, where a weight above 0.5 indicates that the factor value prefers
the genitive no over the nominative ga and a weight below 0.5 indicates the opposite (cf.
Paolillo 2002).13
The model for the CSJ data in Figure 2.5 shows that gender has a statistically significant
effect, and their factor weights indicate that females prefer the genitive no more than males
(the weight of the gender effect, male: 0.418, female: 0.582), as predicated. In addition,
the factors of styles for the MJD and CSJ data were not included in the model, which
means that their effects are not statistically significant in the data.14
Figure 2.4 shows that birth year was included in the model, which indicates that there
is a change in progress in NGA in the MJD data. Birth year in the data was categorized
with 5-year intervals for the analysis, and the log odds of birth year in Figure 2.4 is -0.087
with each five year increase. This can be interpreted as a decrease in the use of the genitive
no as NGA over time. On the other hand, the model for the CSJ data in Figure 2.5 does not
contain birth year, since birth year did not have a statistically significant effect on NGA.
Note that birth year was not included in the model for the CSJ data even when I excluded
gender from the beginning of the analysis in order to compare with the MJD data analysis.
Before discussing the issue of language change further, let us consider the results of
gender and style in Figure 2.4 and 2.5. There are two assumptions that can be derived
based on the results. First, there are no effects of style on NGA as the results show.
Second, there are in fact stylistic effects, but the factors set up for the current analysis
did not categorize the actual speech styles or levels of formality well. The categories of
main/committee session for the MJD are uncertain whether they actually differ in speech
style, but were included in the analysis as the best option to investigate stylistic effects
among the available information that the corpus has. As for the levels of formality of each
13As Johnson (2009) mentions, factor weights are calculated based on log-odds in the model.
14During the analysis, I confirmed that there is no interaction effect of gender and formality in the CSJ
data.
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Figure 2.4: Rbrul’s best model for NGA in the MJD data
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...
Figure 2.5: Rbrul’s best model for NGA in the CSJ data
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Formality
1 (casual) 2 3 4 5 (formal)
ga 64 657 1,107 464 67
no 11 114 174 67 9
Table 2.20: Formality and ga and no in the CSJ data for the mixed-effects logistic regres-
sion model
speech in the CSJ corpus, it contains sufficient amount of data for each level, as shown in
Table 2.20.
One issue that needs to be addressed here is that formality can be judged from various
points of views, such as speech attitude, prosodic cues, and lexical choices, as in the case
of speech style. It is difficult to determine whether or not formality affects NGA based on
the available information in the corpus, and I will come back to this formality issue from a
socio-processing perspective in Section 3.3.
In the next section, I would like to shed light on the discrepancy between the two
corpora with respect to language change in NGA.
2.7 Current Status of NGA
We observed the discrepancy between the MJD and CSJ data with respect to the change
in NGA. The results of the mixed-effects logistic regression model using the CSJ data
show that there is no change in NGA, contrary to the MJD data that provide evidence of a
change. If we assume that there is no change, the effect of speakers’ birth year observed in
the MJD should be attributed to some independent factor. Additional data and research are
needed to explore other possible factors that I did not include in this study and may have
obscured the results between the two corpora.
On the other hand, under the assumption that there is in fact a change, we can test
whether or not the discrepancy can be attributed to the different range of speakers’ birth
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years between the MJD and the CSJ data. As described earlier in this chapter, the range of
the birth years in the CSJ is narrower than the one in the MJD (60 years in the CSJ vs. 100
years in the MJD). One could speculate that the change is too slow to be observed in the
short period of time. We need a corpus that contains longitudinal data spanning enough
in order to observe the change in NGA as in the MJD corpus. Another possibility is that
the use of ga and no as NGA becomes stable without completing its change, i.e., without
vanishing the use of the genitive no in the relevant environments. Therefore, NGA in the
recent period covered by the CSJ corpus is already stable. Alternatively, the use of ga and
no could be nearly stable in the recent period, and thus the change is occurring so slowly
to be observed in the current statistical method.
Based on the above hypotheses, I compared the MJD and CSJ data in the period from
1925 to 1970 where both of the corpora overlap. To explore this time span, I constructed a
mixed-effects logistic regression model with the MJD data from that period. The results of
this analysis are given in Figure 2.6.15 The model in Figure 2.6 does not include birth year.
Thus, the data in the time period in the MJD data do not show a statistically significant
change in NGA, which is consistent with the CSJ data. Therefore, the results support our
assumption that there is no change that can be observed with a statistical significance in the
time period from 1925 to 1970 and the discrepancy between the two corpora is attributable
to the different range of birth years.
Based on the findings, I posit that there used to be a change in NGA, and that the use
of ga and no as NGA is nearly or already stable during this recent time period that the CSJ
data covers. Referring to the S-curve model of language change (cf. Denison 2003), the
logistic regression line in Figure 2.1 supports the impression that the use of ga and no is
nearly stable. Nonetheless, as I mentioned earlier, there is admittedly a possibility that the
duration of time investigated is too short to observe a change.
15The factor to-yuu apposition clause was not included in this analysis, since it was a knockout factor.
Also, I excluded ‘copula’ and ‘clause ending with no’ since they only appear with ga in this data.
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Figure 2.6: Rbrul’s best step-up model for NGA in the MJD data for the range 1925-1970
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Let me pursue the perspective that there existed/exists a change in NGA. I would like
to mention one important point here. Even if the use of ga and no as NGA is nearly or
already stable, we can still find the use of the genitive no in the relevant environments be-
yond the use in frozen expressions such as proverbs, as we found in our data in the recent
period. It seems contradictory, but the completion of the change does not imply a com-
plete disappearance of the use of the genitive no in the relevant environments. In the case
of spoken Montre´al French (Sankoff and Vincent 1980), for instance, the negative mor-
pheme ne seems to be disappearing but the data suggest that the variant has not vanished
completely. Similarly, change in NGA can end without vanishing the use of the genitive
no in the relevant environments. I argue that this is due to the use of the genitive no as the
pseudo-NGA (Sakai 1994; Kikuta 2002). The pseudo-NGA refers to a phenomenon that
is similar to NGA at the surface level but its syntactic structure is different from NGA in
that an NP with the genitive no connects two NPs.
(18) Taro-no
Taro-Gen
katta
bought
hon
book
a. no as NGA
[Taro-no katta] hon
‘a book that Taro bought’
b. no as pseudo-NGA
Taro-no [ pro katta] hon
‘Taro’s book that (someone/Taro) bought’
In (18b), the structure has a pro as an embedded subject, and the genitive no is a
possessor of the head noun hon ‘book’ of the relative clause, which is typically a controller
of pro. The surface linear order in (18) does not tell us whether the genitive no is a genuine
NGA or a pseudo-NGA. In addition, as I will show in Section 3.2, the latter use of no is
dominant. Thus, when researchers in theoretical syntax analyze NGA, they usually put a
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temporal adverb in front of an NP with no in order to mark it as a genuine NGA and avoid
the confusion.
(19) [kinoo
yesterday
Taro-no
Taro-Gen
katta]
bought
hon
book
‘a book that Taro bought yesterday’
However, examples in spontaneous speech were not controlled, and, of course, our
data includes those examples in which a temporal adverb does not precede the NP with no.
Therefore, I assume that when the change in NGA ends and the use of ga and no becomes
stable, the use of no in the relevant environments still remains due to the pseudo-NGA,
which we cannot distinguish from the genuine NGA. Since connecting two nominals is
the main role of no, the use of no as a nominal connector is not disappearing, but the use
of no as the genuine NGA is the one that is disappearing over time.
This is, in fact, what is happening in Middle Korean and Modern Korean. In the lit-
erature of Korean NGA (e.g., Jang 1995; Sohn 2004; Whitman 2006; Jin 2013), there has
been an argument about whether Modern Korean has NGA or not, while the existence of
NGA in Middle Korean is non-controversial. Based on our data that shows the use of the
genitive no as NGA has been decreasing, I predict that Japanese NGA will be in the same
situation as Modern Korean in the near future. Therefore, finding the use of the genitive no
does not contradict the assumption that the use of ga and no as NGA is nearly or already
stable as suggested in the CSJ data in Figure 2.5 and the MJD data from the same time
period in Figure 2.6.
2.8 Historical Path and Motive of the Change
The assumption that there is indeed a change in NGA also relates to the historical devel-
opment of the particles ga and no. In this section, I argue that the distribution of ga and
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no is heading to a complementary distribution but it is not going to be complete due to the
existence of the pseudo-NGA, as in the case of Modern Korean (Jang 1995; Sohn 2004;
Jin 2013).
As a reference to consider regarding which stage of the change NGA is undergoing,
Nambu and Matsuda (2007) provide a rough summary of a historical change in the distri-
bution of the particles ga and no that attach to nominals (Figure 2.7), based on the analyses
by Konoshima (1970), Doi (1982) and Matsunaga (1983).16
Figure 2.7: Historical distribution of ga and no (a black cell represents non-occurrence
of the given form in the environment, and the gray cell represents the ongoing change in
NGA)
In Figure 2.7, ga and no in the environment “between nominals” do not function as
a subject marker but rather connect two nominals. The other environments show the use
of ga and no as a subject marker. The environment “embedded clauses” in Figure 2.7 is
the one that I investigated to consider the change in NGA. The division of time periods
in Figure 2.7 is rough but enough to point out that the particles ga and no have been
16As Nambu and Matsuda (2007) acknowledged, there was a migration of the political center from Kyoto
to Tokyo (known at the time as Edo), and therefore, it is necessary to consider to what extent the change in
this period had an impact on the historical change of NGA and how much is due to the shift or the mixture
of dialects.
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heading toward a divorce of their distributions. At the first stage before the Kamakura
and Muromachi periods (-1192), ga and no show a similar distribution, occurring between
nominals and in embedded clauses (represented by white cells in the table). Subsequently,
they underwent a change during the Kamakura and Muromachi periods (1192-1573), as ga
emerged in main clauses as a subject marker, which used to be zero-marked. In present-
day, ga cannot be used between nominals, and in embedded clauses. The current stage of
NGA as displayed with the gray cell in Figure 2.7 shows decreasing use of the genitive no
in embedded clauses. Nambu and Matsuda (2007) argue that a completion of this change
will make the distribution of the two particles complementary, but I claim that it is not
going to become true because of the existence of the pseudo-NGA, as our data shows,
following the case of Modern Korean (Jang 1995; Sohn 2004; Jin 2013).17
Considering their linguistic functions in terms of economy (Haiman 1983), it is reason-
able to attribute a motive of the change in ga and no to a division of labor.18 In addition,
two plausible driving forces of the change can be assumed for NGA. First, there was a
difference between ga and no in honorific usage; no was used with honorific expressions
more often than ga. However, the difference disappeared in modern Tokyo dialect, and
the disappearance of this honorific distinction brought about a more overlap of ga and
no as NGA. It is reasonable to assume that this disappearance provided an impetus for
the change in NGA or at least increased the speed of the change, since the disappearance
brought about an overlap of the roles of ga and no in embedded clauses. However, this
reasoning can also be reversed, with the change in NGA interpreted as causing the disap-
17Here I show the context in the Edo period (1603-1867), just before the present that I investigate. Yamada
(1936), studying the language in “Ukiyoburo” and “Ukiyodoko” by Sanba Shikitei (1776-1822), shows that
the proportion of ga to no in embedded clauses which precede an NP is 12.4% (25/202) ga and 87.6%
(177/202) no in those books. Although it should be taken into account that Yamada (1936) and the current
study probably differ in environments where ga and no are counted as NGA, the data suggests that NGA
might have changed from a situation where no was predominant in the relevant clauses at that time to the
current state that we have seen in this study.
18Please refer to Nomura (2010) for a thorough discussion about the use of ga and no as NGA in Old
Japanese and their historical transition.
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pearance of the different roles of ga and no.19
Second, from a perspective of diachronic syntax, Whitman (2006) argues that the em-
bedded subjects with no originate in clauses headed by a C with an interpretable [N] fea-
ture, and that CP[N] used to be morphologically realized by having predicates with rentaikei
‘adnominal’ endings. However, the adnominal form merged with the conclusive verbal
endings between the 13th and 16th century, and Whitman (2006) argues that this morpho-
logical merger caused the loss of the cue for CP[N], which resulted in the loss of the feature
[N] in C. Based on his analysis, it is possible that the morphological merger or the change
of the status of C triggered the change in NGA where the embedded subjects with no have
been disappearing, since the genitive case particle no associates to the feature [N] in C.
An end of the change does not imply the complete disappearance of the use of the gen-
itive no in the relevant environments. As mentioned earlier, the existence of the pseudo-
NGA, i.e., the use of no in the relevant environments, does not let the distributions of ga
and no complementary. In addition, notice that we can observe the continued use of the
nominative ga in the environment ”between nominals” in Modern Japanese. As discussed
in Section 2.2, there are some uses of ga between nominals, which is an alternate of the
genitive no such as multiple nominative construction (7) and the construction with a nom-
inal predicate construction (8). These constructions can be counted as the residue of the
usage in the old period. Nonetheless, the change in the distribution of the particles ga and
no appears to have moved toward compartmentalization of use. Then, due to the existence
of the pseudo-NGA, the future status of NGA will be the same as Modern Korean. Further
investigation with more substantial evidence is necessary in order to examine the motive
of the change following the above inference and compare NGA cross-linguistically.
19Some Japanese dialects, especially in Kyushu regions of Japan, adopt no for a subject marker in a main
clause, in addition to ga. It seems that those dialects took a different path from the Modern Tokyo Japanese.
Since ga and no are variables as subject marker in a main clause in those dialects, there are arguments as to
how ga and no are different in use in the dialects, such as politeness, honorifics, and aspect with respect to
stativity (cf. Sakai 2013, and references therein).
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2.9 Conclusion
This chapter explored a synchronic change of NGA, using a mixed-effects logistic re-
gression model. I considered the effects of gender, style, and inter-speaker variation, in
addition to other factors from previous studies. This study found the effect of gender on
NGA, which might be a reflex of the stylistic effect. As for the ongoing change issue, I
claim that there is indeed a change, and that the discrepancy between the MJD and CSJ
data was derived by the different range of birth year between the two data. The results
of the analysis in this chapter suggest that the use of ga and no as NGA is nearly or al-
ready stable, but the genitive no is not disappearing completely due to the existence of the
pseudo-NGA. Moreover, the existence of the change is compatible with the historical path
of the distributions of the two particles ga and no, which indicates that the change is due to
a division of labor. However, we predict that the completion of the change does not imply
a complete disappearance of the use of no in the relevant environments due to the existence
of the pseudo-NGA, and Japanese will be in the same situation as Modern Korean in the
future. I also discussed that the trigger of this change might be the morphological change
in verbal endings, and as for the driving force of the change, it might be accelerated by
the loss of different roles between ga and no in terms of honorific usage in modern Tokyo
Japanese.
For further research, it is necessary to use Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Writ-
ten Japanese (BCCWJ), which contains various registers (e.g., magazines, newspapers) of
written Japanese, in addition to MJD and CSJ that I used in this study, and examine the use
of ga and no as NGA and compare the progress of the change of NGA between the regis-
ters. DIfferent registers can be interpreted as different levels of spontaneity, i.e., how much
a speaker/writer is aware of his/her own speech/writing and constrained by each media. As
such, through comparing the progress of the change in the different levels of spontaneity,
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this study might be able to elucidate how much the difference in the use of the variation
between spoken Japanese and written Japanese affects the dynamic change of language.
Therefore, investigating the language variation in question using corpora such as BCCWJ
will also contribute to diachronic and historical linguistics.
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Chapter 3
Processing and Comprehension Effects
and the Use of the Nominative/Genitive
Case Particles
This chapter discusses processing and comprehension effects on the use of the case parti-
cles ga and no. Section 3.1 discusses the effects on a choice between ga and no of NGA
in relation to adjacency. Although the adjacency effect has been discussed in the litera-
ture, especially from a syntactic perspective, the effect itself is not clear in that it has not
yet been examined empirically in details but only argued with self-reported intuitive judg-
ments. The results of this acceptability judgment task suggest that the acceptability of the
subject with no in the non-adjacent condition becomes lower than the one in the adjacent
condition, as opposed to the subject with ga that represents a stable acceptability through-
out the adjacency condition. In addition, I employed a self-paced reading task in order to
ascertain the locality of the effect, and investigate which region of the non-adjacent con-
dition carries the processing burden that causes the low acceptability of the subject with
no. I provide an account for the findings in terms of the expectation-based comprehension
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theory (Levy 2005, 2008). The experiments in Section 3.1 were conducted with Kentaro
Nakatani.
Section 3.2 discusses the relationship between a choice of two interpretations of an NP
with no and language-external factors. As we have seen in Chapter 2 with the effects of
language-external factors on the choice of ga and no as NGA, I propose that such factors
might indirectly affect the choice of interpretations of an NP with no in comprehension. I
conducted sentence completion tasks as pilot studies in order to observe the indirect effects,
and argue that it is possible that language-external factors affect a choice in comprehension
indirectly.
3.1 Processing Effects on NGA
3.1.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, NGA shows the adjacency effect, specifically when the em-
bedded subject marker is the genitive case particle no. Harada (1971) reported that the
acceptability of the genitive no as NGA is degraded when there is an intervening element
between the genitive-marked subject and its predicate.
(20) a. Adjacent condition
Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
Ken-ga/no
Ken-Nom/Gen
kat-ta]
buy-Pst
hon-o
book-Acc
yon-da.
read-Pst
‘Taro read a book that Ken bought yesterday.’
b. Non-adjacent condition
Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[kyonen
last.year
Ken-ga/?no
Ken-Nom/Gen
America-de
America-at
tomodati-to
friend-with
kat-ta]
write-Pst
hon-o
book-Acc
yon-da.
read-Pst
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‘Taro read a book that Ken bought with (his) friend in the U.S. last year’
The genitive subject with two intervening elements underlined in (20b) is degraded in its
acceptability, compared to the one without intervening elements in (20a). From a perspec-
tive of theoretical syntax, Miyagawa (2011) provides an account for the effect of adjacency.
However, the effect itself is not clear in that it has not yet been examined empirically in
detail but only argued with self-reported intuitive judgments. Therefore, it is important to
establish what kind of adjacency effects are involved with NGA from an empirical point
of view first, and then account for the effect from a theoretical point of view.
Before explicating the effect of adjacency on NGA, I would like to compare this phe-
nomenon with two phenomena related to adjacency in order to clarify its characteristics.
First, the effect of adjacency on NGA is different from the one on a verb and its object in
English. The English verb-object relationship obligatorily requires linear adjacency, and
its violation causes a strong ungrammaticality in contrast to the effect of adjacency on
NGA that is more modest.
(21) John studies (*hard) English (hard).
Second, the effect of adjacency on NGA is similar to the effect on the choice between
relative pronouns and the zero form in English (22) in that the effect of adjacency on the
acceptability of a sentence is not categorical but gradient. In their corpus-based sociolin-
guistic study, Guy and Bayley (1995) show that if there is an intervening element between
a relative pronoun (which, that, Ø) and its antecedent (the house), the use of the zero form
becomes a lot less frequent, as shown in Table 3.1.
(22) a. This is the house which/that/Ø I told you about .
b. This is the house in a small town close to Boston which/that/Ø I told you about
. (Guy and Bayley 1995)
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wh- that Ø
Relative pronoun adjacent to antecedent .42 .48 .76
Relative pronoun separated by another element .49 .58 .16
Table 3.1: Adjacency effects on relative pronouns (Guy and Bayley 1995)
The numbers in Table 3.1 represent probabilities of each form under the conditions
using factor weights that have been used in statistical softwares such as GOLDVARB X in
variation theory (see Chapter 2). The data in Table 3.1 also indicate the dependency rela-
tionship between the zero form and its antecedent is disturbed by the intervening elements.
The zero form is disfavored in the non-adjacent condition because it is hard to reconstruct
the dependency relationship while processing the sentence, and the overt forms are pre-
ferred since the processing burden is lower than the zero form.
What about NGA? The linear distance created by intervening elements is related to the
dependency relationship between the embedded subject and its predicate. However, the
effect of adjacency is only observed in the case of the genitive no. In Chapter 2, I showed
the results of my corpus study in order to confirm the existence of the adjacency effect
on NGA. I investigated the use of the nominative ga and the genitive no as NGA in two
spontaneous speech corpora, the Minutes of the Japanese Diet (MJD), and the Corpus of
Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ). As I argued in Chapter 2, the data of ga and no in the relevant
environments consist of 7,600 tokens (ga=6,662, no=948) from the MJD and 4,815 tokens
(ga=4,436, no=379) from the CSJ.
adjacent non-adjacent
MJD CSJ MJD CSJ
ga 82.9% (4,371/5,274) 89.4% (3,158/3,534) 98.5% (2,291/2,326) 99.8% (1,278/1,281)
no 17.1% (903/5,274) 10.6% (376/3,534) 1.5% (35/2,326) 0.2% (3/1,281)
Table 3.2: Adjacency and NGA in the two speech corpora
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As we can see in Table 3.2, the frequency of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condi-
tion decreases drastically compared to the one in the adjacent condition. On the contrary,
the use of ga does not represent such an effect of adjacency. Furthermore, the data from
the corpora do not contain any use of the genitive no as NGA when there are more than one
intervening elements. Thus, the results of the corpus study indicate that adjacency affects
the use of no as NGA, but we still do not know why the non-adjacent condition disrupts
only the use of no but not ga. In the next section, I will discuss the theoretical background
of NGA, introducing two disputing theories of the syntactic structure of NGA, and provide
the assumption and hypothesis of the experiments conducted.
There is a case that I did not include in the experiments. I excluded ambiguity effects
on NGA, which Shibatani (1975) pointed out. He argues that the genitive no as NGA with
an intervening element is not acceptable when a possessive interpretation is inducible for
the NP with no.
(23) a. [Taro-ga/*no
Taro-Nom/Gen
tomodati-to
friend-with
kat-ta]
buy-Pst
hon
book
‘(intended reading) a book that Taro bought with a friend’
b. Daremo
no.one
[Taro-ga/?no
Taro-Nom/Gen
America-e
America-to
ki-ta]
come-Pst
koto-o
thing-Acc
sir-ana-i.
know-Neg-Pst
‘No one knows that Taro came to America.’
(Shibatani 1975)
(23a) is acceptable if it is interpreted as ‘Taro’s friend’, but the noun with the geni-
tive no cannot be interpreted as a subject of the predicate katta ‘bought’ in the embedded
clause. On the other hand, the noun with the genitive no in (23b) can be read as a subject of
the embedded clause, because the noun with the genitive no and the following noun Amer-
ica cannot make a possessive relationship. The question mark for the genitive no in (23b)
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represents the low acceptability due to the adjacency effect. This implies that the posses-
sive interpretation has a priority over the embedded subject interpretation. I excluded this
condition from our experiments to elucidate a genuine effect of adjacency. This issue with
respect to the two possible interpretations of an NP with no will be empirically examined
in Section 3.2.
3.1.2 Syntactic Structures of NGA
In the long history of syntactic analysis on NGA, we can roughly categorize the previ-
ous studies into two major groups (Miyagawa 2011): D-licensing hypothesis (e.g., Ochi
2001; Miyagawa 2011) and C-licensing hypothesis (e.g., Watanabe 1996; Hiraiwa 2005).
In this section, I discuss the two hypotheses, emphasizing that the D-licensing hypothesis
proposed by Miyagawa (2011) assumes that the genitive subject as NGA is located in a
different syntactic position from the nominative subject, whereas the C-licensing hypothe-
sis proposed by Hiraiwa (2005) claims that the genitive subject is located in the same place
as the nominative subject.1
The D-licensing analysis by Miyagawa (2011) presumes a structural distinction for the
nominative and genitive NPs as NGA. The assumption is based on the fact that the genitive
subject usually occurs in relative clauses with a head noun such as soba ‘noodles’ in (24a),
but not in the clauses without a head noun as shown in (24b).
(24) a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
Naomi-ga/no
Naomi-Nom/Gen
tukut-ta]
make-Pst
soba-o
noodle-Acc
tabe-ta.
eat-Pst
‘Taro ate the noodle that Naomi cooked yesterday.’
b. [Kinoo
yesterday
Naomi-ga/*no
Naomi-Nom/Gen
kite-kara],
come-after
Ken-wa
Ken-Top
soba-o
noodle-Acc
tabe-ta.
eat-Pst
1See Nambu (2012) and references therein for a detailed syntactic discussion with cross-linguistic data
of NGA.
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‘After Naomi came yesterday, Ken ate the noodle.’
The D-licensing hypothesis stipulates that the genitive subject must occur with a head noun
with D to be licensed. There are, however, examples of the genitive subject without a head
noun, such as yori or made clauses as follows (e.g., Watanabe 1996; Hiraiwa 2005).
(25) a. John-wa
John-Top
[Naomi-ga/no
Naomi-Nom/Gen
yon-da
read-Pst
yori]
than
takusan-no
many-Gen
hon-o
book-Acc
yon-da.
read-Pst
‘John read more books than Naomi did.’
b. John-wa
John-Top
[ame-ga/no
rain-Nom/Gen
yam-u
stop-Adn
made]
until
ofisu-ni
office-at
i-ta.
be-Pst
‘John was at his office until the rain stopped.’
Supporting the D-licensing approach, Maki and Uchibori (2008) argues that made and yori
clauses have a phonologically null N head Ø, and in fact, the phonologically null N head
can be replaced with a lexical item.
(26) a. Ken-wa
Ken-Top
[Naomi-ga/no
Naomi-Nom/Gen
yon-da
read-Pst
teido/Ø
degree
yori]
than
takusan-no
many-Gen
hon-o
book-Acc
yon-da.
read-Pst
‘Ken read more books than Naomi did.’
b. Ken-wa
Ken-Top
[ame-ga/no
rain-Nom/Gen
yam-u
stop-Adn
toki/Ø
time
made]
until
ofisu-ni
office-at
i-ta.
be-Pst
‘Ken was at his office until the rain stopped.’
In (26), teido and toki are head nouns of the clauses that contain NGA. This implies that the
structure in (25) covertly contain a DP above the embedded clause which includes NGA
(but see the discussion in Takahashi (2010a)). The tree diagrams given below are examples
of the nominative and genitive subject structures in Miyagawa’s approach. The trees show
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that the nominative structure in (27a) contains a CP in contrast to the genitive structure
in (27b). In the nominative structure, the nominative subject is licensed by T below CP.
Under this structure, the D above the CP cannot license a genitive subject because the CP
is a phase and blocks the D-licensing due to a violation of Phase Impenetrability Condition
(PIC) (Chomsky 2001) as defined below.
(27) D-licensing (Miyagawa 2011)
a. Nominative Structure b. Genitive Structure
DP
NP
CP
TP
SubjNOM T’
vP T
C
NP
D
DP
NP
TP
vP
SubjGEN v’
VP v
T
NP
D
(28) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2001)
In phase α with head H, the domain of H is accessible to operations outside α only
until the next (strong) phase head is merged.
Under the assumption that D is a phase (e.g., Chomsky 2001; Svenonius 2004), a phasal
domain created by the CP is not penetrable for the D to license the genitive subject. The
genitive structure, on the other hand, does not contain the CP between the genitive subject
and the external D head; therefore, the D-licensing is successfully accomplished without
violating the PIC.
Miyagawa (2011) also provides evidence that there is no CP in the genitive subject
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structure. Cinque (1999) suggests that speech act, evaluative, and evidential adverbials
occur in the CP region, such as “honestly”, “unfortunately”, and “evidently”. On the other
hand, adverbs that express modality, such as “probably”, occur in the TP region. Following
this assumption, Miyagawa (2011) points out that CP adverbs cannot occur whether it is
located at the left or right of the genitive subject, as shown below.
(29) a. [saiwai-ni
fortunately
Taro-ga/*no
Taro-Nom/Gen
yonda]
read
hon
book
‘the book that Taro fortunately read’
b. [kitto
probably
Taro-ga/no
Taro-Nom/Gen
yonda]
read
hon
book
‘the book that Taro probably read’ (Miyagawa 2011)
In contrast, the C-licensing analysis proposed by Hiraiwa (2005) assigns the same
structure, which contains a CP, to both the nominative and genitive structures, and adds
a categorial feature [+N] on C for the genitive subject. When C carries the feature [+N],
the genitive subject can be licensed through the C-T relationship. Thus, in contrast to the
D-licensing hypothesis, the C-licensing hypothesis proposes that the nominative and the
genitive are freely interchangeable under the structure with the feature [+N]. The following
tree represents the structure under the assumption of Hiraiwa’s C-licensing, in comparison
to the D-licensing in (27).
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(30) NP
CP
TP
DPiNom/Gen T’
vP
ti v’
VP v
T
C[+N]
NP
In addition, Hiraiwa’s C-licensing predicts NGA with a special verbal inflection (the
predicate adnominal form) which reflects the C[+N]-T relationship.
(31) a. [John-ga/no
John-Nom/Gen
suki-na]
like-Adn
ongaku-wa
music-Top
blues
blues
da.
Cop
‘The music that John likes is the Blues.’
b. John-ga/*no
John-Nom/Gen
Mary-ga
Mary-nom
suki-da.
like-End
‘John likes Mary.’ (Hiraiwa 2005)
The predicate in the embedded clause in (31a) takes the adnominal form na and appears
with the genitive subject, in contrast to the predicate ending with da in (31b) which cannot
appear with the genitive subject.
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To summarize the two hypotheses, the D-licensing hypothesis claims that the syn-
tactic positions of the embedded subject with ga and no are different, in contrast to the
C-licensing hypothesis. What is crucial to our current research question is whether either
of the hypotheses of NGA can provide an account for the adjacency effect. If, on one hand,
the syntactic structures of ga and no are relevant to the adjacency effect but not the surface
linear distance between the embedded subject and its predicate, the D-licensing hypothesis
is favored over the C-licensing hypothesis. If, on the other hand, the adjacency effect are
not relevant to their syntactic structures, then neither of the hypotheses can account for it,
and we need to explore some independent factor of the effect. Therefore, in addition to
pinning down the cause of the adjacency effect, a theoretical implication of our study is
that the results of our experiments could provide evidence to help settle the dispute about
the two competing hypotheses in syntax.
3.1.3 Miyagawa (2011a)’s Syntactic Account on the Adjacency Effect
Miyagawa (2011) argues that the structural difference between the nominative ga and the
genitive no in the D-licensing hypothesis can explain the adjacency effect on the accept-
ability of no. He mentions that since T in the genitive structure in (27b) in the last section
is not selected by C, it fails to inherit any formal grammatical features and lacks EPP, as
in the case of infinitival clauses in English. Therefore, T does not trigger movement of the
genitive subject that ends up staying at Spec,vP. When the genitive subject occurs to the
left of a temporal adverb (TP adjunct), the subject must undergo movement, which is not
motivated, and thus, it is uneconomical and leads the degradation in acceptability. Since
the genitive structure does not contain a CP, adverbs used for the current experimental
study with regard to the adjacency effect can be TP or VP adjuncts but should not be CP
adverbs. Miyagawa (2011) further argues that if the intervening element does not require
the genitive subject to move, such as a VP adverb, it is grammatical.
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(32) Koozi-no
Koji-Gen
mattaku
at.all
sir-anai
know-Neg
kakudo
angle
‘an angle that Koji doesn’t know at all’ (Miyagawa 2011)
Thus, Miyagawa (2011)’s syntactic account predicts that the genitive subject allows VP
adjuncts as intervening elements but not adjuncts that occur higher than Spec,vP, where the
genitive subject is located. This is what we can test empirically. However, we need to begin
with verifying the existence of the adjacency effect from an empirical perspective.
3.1.4 Experiment 1: Acceptability Judgment Task
Procedure
Forty native speakers of Japanese participated in a rating experiment using a 5-point scale
(1: very unnatural, 5: very natural) as a paper-based questionnaire. The adjacency condi-
tions (adjacent vs. non-adjacent) and the two case particles (ga and no) were manipulated
in a 2 × 2 design, yielding a total of 4 crucial conditions in the experiment. The task
included a temporal adverb as a TP adjunct and a locative PP as a VP adjunct but not CP
adverbs as intervening elements, since Miyagawa (2011) claims the genitive subject struc-
ture does not contain a CP, as seen in (27b) in Section 3.1.2. We created 4 matched lexical
sets of each condition, and the sets were distributed among 4 lists using a Latin Square
procedure so that the participants never saw lexically related items in their particular ques-
tionnaire. We included 32 filler items in each list, which was balanced to ensure an equal
number of acceptable and unacceptable sentences. In addition, all of the questionnaires
begin with the same 5 practice items (cf. Schu¨tze and Sprouse to appear), and thus, each
list has 53 items in total. The order of items within each list was pseudorandomized so
that related conditions were never presented successively. Furthermore, the order of the
items in each of the four lists was reversed in order to avoid the effect of order, resulting
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in 8 different questionnaires. Example items in the lists are given in (33). As shown in the
examples, the adjacent conditions were constructed by moving the intervening elements of
the non-adjacent conditions to the front of the sentences.
(33) a. Nom/Gen: Adjacent
Kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
kodomotati-ga/no
children-Nom/Gen
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
‘The history that the children studied at a cram school today is about Heian
period.’
b. Nom/Gen: Non-adjacent
Kodomotati-ga/no
children-Nom/Gen
kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
‘The history that the children studied at a cram school today is about Heian
period.’
Results
A linear mixed-effects model was used to analyze the data. The benefits of the linear
mixed-effects model are that we can include speakers and items as random factors in the
model and do not need to worry about equality of variance as in the case of using two-
way ANOVA (Baayen 2008; Baayen et al. 2008; Jaeger 2008).2 The means and standard
2We tested the equality of variance of the judgments between ga and no using “bartlett.test” on R, and
the results show that their variances are not equal.
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deviations of the ratings for each condition are reported in Table3.3, which indicates that
the acceptability of no in the non-adjacent condition is low.
Adjacent Non-adjacent
ga 4.31 (1.05) 4.32 (1.13)
no 3.61 (1.33) 2.69 (1.59)
Table 3.3: Means and standard deviations of the acceptabilities for each condition
We transformed ratings of each participant to z-scores for standardization in order to
correct any possible scale bias between participants. Figure 3.1 displays the averaged z-
scores of ga and no in the adjacent and non-adjacent conditions. Figure 3.1 indicates that
Figure 3.1: Z-score ratings of the nominative/genitive case particles in the adjacency con-
ditions
the acceptability of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition becomes drastically low,
while the nominative ga is stable throughout the conditions.
In order to verify the visual impression on Figure 3.1, we constructed a linear mixed-
effects model with items and participants included as random factors on the adjacent/non-
adjacent condition (ADJACENCY) and the case particles ga and no (NOMGEN) as fixed fac-
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tors. Analyses were conducted using the lme4 and languageR libraries for the R statistic
program. During the analysis, we also considered random slopes for each fixed factor and
compared the models by likelihood ratio tests using the function anova on R. The best
model included a random slope with NOMGEN*ADJACENCY and participants. Table 3.4 is
a summary of the fixed factors of the model.
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) -0.12218 0.09573 -1.276
NOMGEN 0.53538 0.08677 6.170
ADJACENCY -0.57935 0.11073 -5.232
NOMGEN*ADJACENCY 0.57666 0.16241 3.551
Table 3.4: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model for NGA and
adjacency
Based on their t-values that imply a statistical significance when a value is above 2
or under -2 (Roland et al. 2012), Table 3.4 shows that there was a significant main effect
of NOMGEN and ADJACENCY, and there was also a significant interaction of NOMGEN and
ADJACENCY. It indicates that adjacency affects ga and no differently. As we saw in Figure
3.1, the acceptabilities of no are different between the two conditions, in contrast to ga.
To summarize, we conducted an acceptability judgment task in order to confirm the
effect of adjacency on the acceptability of the subject with the genitive no, and empirically
show that the genitive subject is not preferred to be used in the non-adjacent condition.
3.1.5 Experiment 2: Self-paced Reading Task
In this section, I present a procedure of our self-paced reading task and the results, exam-
ining whether we can observe the effect of adjacency on the genitive no subject in online
processing, in comparison to an off-line task such as an acceptability judgment task. In
particular, this experiment was intended to elucidate the locality of the processing burden
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caused by the genitive no subject in order to pin down what induces the low acceptability
of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition.
Procedure
A total of 67 native speakers of Japanese, mostly undergraduate students at Konan Uni-
versity, participated, for either reward or course credit. The experiment had two parts: a
reading span test (RST) part and a self-paced reading (SPR) part. Each session took about
40-50 minutes. The RST preceded or followed the SPR depending on the participants in a
random way. A short break was given to each participant between the two parts. As I will
mention later, the RST was conducted for the purpose of trimming data obtained by the
SPR.
The method for the RST part was based on Daneman and Carpenter (1980) and Osaka
(2002). Participants were asked to read a series of unrelated sentences aloud at their own
pace and recall the underlined word of each sentence. Each sentence was typed on a single
line across the center of an A5 index card. The cards were arranged in three sets each of
two, three, four and five sentences. Blank cards with a few short horizontal lines printed
on them were inserted to mark the end of each set. The experimenter showed one card at a
time, and the participant was asked to read the sentence aloud. As soon as the sentence was
read, a second card was placed on top of the first and the participant read the new sentence.
The procedure was repeated until a blank card signaled the end of the reading part and that
he/she was to recall the underlined word of each of the sentences in the order in which
they had appeared. The horizontal lines printed on the blank card indicated the number of
words to be recalled. Participants were given two practice sets at the two sentence level
before the test began. They were warned to expect the number of sentences per set to
increase during the course of the test. The test contained three sets each of two, three,
four, and five sentences. All participants were tested throughout all the sets. The level
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at which a participant was correct on two out of three sets was taken as a measure of the
subject’s reading span. Although participants were asked to recall the words in the order
of appearance, the experimenter disregarded the correctness of the order when scoring,
except when they recalled the last word first, in which case the experimenter asked the
participant to try the recall task again; if he/she was successful in recalling all the words
without presenting the last word first, the experimenter marked the trial as successful.
Additionally, if the participant was successful on only one set at a particular level, an extra
credit of 0.5 was given for each such set.
The SPR part was conducted with Linger (v.2.88), a Tcl/Tk sentence presentation pro-
gram written by Douglas Rohde, using Apple Mac mini computers on Mac OS X and 17-
inch TFT displays. The program presented one sentence at a time on the computer monitor,
left to right, word by word in a noncumulative, moving-window manner as a participant
pushed the space bar (Just et al. 1982). The 16 sets (items) of four target conditions were
distributed in a Latin Square design, resulting in four lists. Ninety filler items, of which
66 were items for other unrelated experiments, were added to each list. Among the filler
items in each list, 10 were ungrammatical. The 106 sentences in a list were presented in
a different pseudo-random order for each participant, such that no two target items were
presented consecutively. The participants were asked to silently read the sentences. The
experiment was preceded by brief instructions and 9 practice items. Each stimulus was
immediately followed by a simple sentence that may or may not have matched the content
of the sentence that was presented, and the participants were instructed to answer either
the F key (for yes) or the J key (for no) as to the match. Visual feedback was provided for
wrong answers. A suggestion for a break was given after every 20 trials.
As for the data trimming, we took three procedures. First, we excluded outliers of read-
ing time of each region for each condition. We calculated z-scored reading times of each
region for each condition, and then treated ones above 5 as outliers and excluded them.
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Second, we excluded the data when the participants gave a wrong answer for the compre-
hension question that followed each target sentence. Third, we excluded two participants
from our data; one had correct answers for less than 50% in the comprehension questions,
and another participant had an extremely long reading time for each region (z-score: 4.54).
We also tried three other ways to trim our data. One was to exclude data that was given
a correct answer less than 70% for the comprehension questions. The second way was to
use data by the upper half of participants in terms of the scores of the comprehension test.
The third method was to use data by the upper half of participants in terms of the RST
score.3 In the next section, I introduce the results using the data obtained from our initial
data trimming, since I did not see any substantial difference between the data sets from a
statistical point of view.
Results
Figure 3.2 displays mean reading times of each condition. Our interest is on the behaviors
of the reading times in the first 5 regions. Note that we are not able to compare the reading
times between the two adjacency conditions in region 1-3, since we used different lexical
items for the adjacent and non-adjacent conditions. For instance, region 1 has the nomi-
native ga or genitive no subject in the non-adjacent condition but a temporal adverb in the
adjacent condition. Therefore, we can only compare the reading times between ga and no
in region 1-3. I provide mean reading times of each region for the adjacent condition and
the non-adjacent condition in Figure 3.3.
In order to examine the difference between the ga and no conditions in region 1-3 for
each adjacency condition, I constructed a linear mixed-effect model and also used a one-
3At Kansai Circle of Psycholinguistics in 2013, Hajime Ono suggested that it might be better to use data
by the lower half of participants in terms of the RST score, since the upper ones might be too good at dealing
with a sentence that is supposed to be difficult to process, ending up to make the data less distinguishable in
terms of reading time. Thus, in future research, we need to examine the factors using the data by the lower
half of participants in terms of the RST score.
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Figure 3.2: Mean reading time for each condition
Figure 3.3: Mean reading times of the adjacent and non-adjacent conditions
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way anova on R using the data from the first three regions individually. The results of the
analyses indicate that there was no significant effect of the ga and no conditions in region 1
and in the adjacent condition in region 2 and 3. However, we found a significant difference
of the reading times between the ga and no in the non-adjacent condition in region 2 and
3. I introduce the results of the analyses using the data of region 2 and 3 in the non-
adjacent condition. As for the linear mixed-effect model, I used participants and items as
random factors and the ga and no condition (NOMGEN) as a fixed factor. Analyses were
conducted using the lme4 and languageR libraries for the R statistic program. During the
analysis, we also considered random slopes for each fixed factor and compared the models
by likelihood ratio tests using the function anova on R. Both of the best models for region
2 and region 3 contain a random slope with NOMGEN and participants. Based on their
t-values that imply a statistical significance when a value is above 2 or under -2 (Roland
et al. 2012), Table 3.5 and 3.6 indicate that the differences between the reading times of ga
and no in the non-adjacent region were significant in region 2 and 3. We did not find any
significant difference between ga and no in other regions or in the adjacent condition.
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 738.86 49.94 14.796
NOMGEN -99.01 46.45 -2.132
Table 3.5: Summary of the fixed factor from the linear mixed-effects model for region 2
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 780.75 51.84 15.061
NOMGEN -140.76 47.50 -2.963
Table 3.6: Summary of the fixed factor from the linear mixed-effects model for region 3
In the case of region 4 (V) and 5 (Head Noun), we can compare their reading times
between ga and no throughout the adjacency conditions, since the stimuli contain the iden-
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tical lexical items for the two conditions. I constructed a linear mixed-effects model using
the data from region 4 and 5 individually, including NOMGEN and ADJACENCY as fixed
factors and participants and items as random factors. The best model for the data from
region 5 contains a random slope with NOMGEN and participants. Table 3.7 and 3.8 are the
results of the analyses, showing that there was not a significant main effect of NOMGEN
and ADJACENCY and also no interaction effect of them in region 4 and 5.
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 620.818 30.393 20.426
NOMGEN -14.661 30.793 -0.476
ADJACENCY -6.986 30.638 -0.228
NOMGEN*ADJACENCY -28.253 43.501 -0.649
Table 3.7: Summary of the fixed factor from the linear mixed-effects model for region 4
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 624.005 33.805 18.459
NOMGEN -51.005 30.796 -1.656
ADJACENCY -7.287 27.182 -0.268
NOMGEN*ADJACENCY -7.242 38.541 -0.188
Table 3.8: Summary of the fixed factor from the linear mixed-effects model for region 5
Another way of comparing reading times of the ga and no subjects with respect to the
adjacency conditions is to examine the total reading time of region 1-5. Figure 3.4 rep-
resents the reading times of region 1-5 for each condition, which shows that the reading
time of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition is slower than the one in the adja-
cent condition. Moreover, the reading times of the nominative ga between the adjacency
conditions are not much different.
In order to verify the visual impression on Figure 3.4, I constructed a linear mixed-
effects model with items and participants included as random factors and the adjacency
conditions (ADJACENCY) and ga and no (NOMGEN) as fixed factors. The best model in-
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cluded a random slope with NOMGEN and participants. Table 3.9 is a summary of the fixed
factors of the model.
Figure 3.4: Mean reading time of region1-5 for each condition
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 651.71 31.43 20.735
NOMGEN -23.50 20.22 -1.162
ADJACENCY 64.33 16.09 3.999
NOMGEN*ADJACENCY -56.90 22.83 -2.492
Table 3.9: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model for region 1-5
There was a significant main effect of ADJACENCY and also a significant interaction of
NOMGEN and ADJACENCY. It indicates that adjacency affects the reading time of ga and
of no differently. The reading time of region 1-5 with no in the non-adjacent condition is
significantly slower than the one in other conditions. This effect of adjacency explains the
tendency in Figure 3.3. The reading time with no in the non-adjacent condition is slower
than the one with ga throughout region 1-5.
To summarize, the reading time of region 2 and 3 with no in the non-adjacent condition
is significantly slower than the one with ga. In addition, we observed that the reading time
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of region 1-5 with no in the non-adjacent condition is significantly slower than the one in
the adjacent condition, in contrast to ga.
3.1.6 Locality of Processing Burden and Syntactic Structure of NGA
In this section, I discuss the findings of our experiment in relation to the syntactic account
of adjacency by Miyagawa (2011), and argue that the syntactic approach to the effect of
adjacency is not sufficient to explain the results obtained in our experiment.
The results of our SPR task show that the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition in
region 1-5 was read slower, as opposed to the nominative ga. In addition, we found that
the reading times of no in the non-adjacent condition in region 2 and 3 were significantly
slower than the ones of ga, as shown in Figure 3.5. I provide the following example in
order to represent which element appears in region 2 and 3.
Figure 3.5: Mean reading times of the non-adjacent condition
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(34) Non-adjacent condition
a. Kodomotati-ga
children-Nom/Gen
kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
‘The history that the children studied at a cram school today is about Heian
period.’
b. Kodomotati-no
children-Nom/Gen
kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
(34) shows that region 2 in the non-adjacent condition has a temporal adverb as TP
adjunct and region 3 contains a locative PP as VP adjunct. From a perspective of the
syntactic analysis by Miyagawa (2011), the delay of the reading time of no in region 2 can
be explained, since region 2 contains a TP adjunct that is located above the genitive subject
at Spec,vP in the syntactic structure, as shown in (35).
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(35) =(28b) Genitive subject structure under the D-licensing hypothesis (Miyagawa
2011)
DP
NP
TP
vP
SubjGEN v’
VP v
T
NP
D
However, in the case of region 3 that contains a locative PP, we do not find any ex-
planation as to why the reading time of region 3 was delayed, since a locative PP as a VP
adjunct has nothing to do with the upward movement of the genitive subject starting at
Spec,vP, i.e., a locative PP does not disturb the movement.
Another important fact is the difference in a shift of the reading times from one region
to another during region 1-5, as displayed in Figure 3.6. In order to compare the shifts be-
tween the nominative ga and the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition, I constructed a
linear mixed-effects model for each shift, where the model includes NOMGEN and REGION
as fixed factors and participants and items as random factors. There was no significant in-
teraction effect of NOMGEN and REGION observed in the shift of region 1 to 2 (Table 3.10)
and region 2 to 3 (Table 3.11). However, there was a tendency of a significant interaction
effect in the shift of region 3 to 4 (Table 3.12), indicating that the shifts of region 3 to 4
between ga and no are different. What the results imply is that the delay of the reading
time of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition in region 1 to 3, as shown in Figure
3.6, was resolved when participants came across the predicate in region 4. This resolution
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of the delay of the reading time cannot be explained in terms of the syntactic structure in
the D-licensing hypothesis.
Figure 3.6: Mean reading times of the non-adjacent condition
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 946.34 83.50 11.333
NOMGEN -40.56 100.81 -0.402
REGION -105.60 43.53 -2.426
NOMGEN*REGION -28.34 61.77 -0.459
Table 3.10: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model for the shift of
reading time in region 1 to 2
Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 647.084 107.579 6.015
NOMGEN -9.503 143.344 -0.066
REGION 45.021 39.000 1.154
NOMGEN*REGION -44.480 55.342 -0.804
Table 3.11: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model for the shift of
reading time in region 2 to 3
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Estimated Standard Error t-value
(Intercept) 1284.98 138.34 9.288
NOMGEN -428.36 192.06 -2.230
REGION -167.83 38.16 -4.398
NOMGEN*REGION 96.23 54.18 1.776
Table 3.12: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model for the shift of
reading time in region 3 to 4
Hence the syntactic approach to the adjacency effect does not provide an account for
the results of our experiment, especially the delay of the reading time of the genitive no in
the non-adjacent condition of region 3 and its resolution at region 4. In the next section, I
explore a plausible account in terms of the expectation-based comprehension theory (e.g.,
Levy 2005, 2008).
3.1.7 Expectation-based Comprehension and NGA
In the last section, we found a significant delay of reading time in region 2 and 3 of a
sentence with no in the non-adjacent condition and also its resolution in the shift of region
3 to 4, which is not explicable with the current syntactic theory. In this section, I provide a
plausible account of the results from the perspective of expectation-based comprehension
theory (e.g., Levy 2005, 2008). The following are the example stimuli for the non-adjacent
environment in the experiment.
(36) =(34) Non-adjacent condition
a. Kodomotati-ga
children-Nom/Gen
kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
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‘The history that the children studied at a cram school today is about Heian
period.’
b. Kodomotati-no
children-Nom/Gen
kyoo
today
zyuku-de
cram.school-at
naratta
studied
rekisi-wa
history-Top
Heianzidai-nituite-dat-ta.
Heian.period-about-Cop-Pst
As I will discuss in Chapter 4, a subject interpretation of an NP with ga is dominant
in comprehension (cf. Shibatani 1975; Miyamoto 2002, 2003, 2008), providing evidence
based on a sentence completion task. Therefore, the elements in region 2 and 3 are con-
gruent with the expectation based on the interpretation of the NP with ga, since a temporal
adverb in region 2 and a locative PP in region 3 are clausal elements.
On the contrary, a subject interpretation of an NP with no is less frequent in comparison
to a nominal connector interpretation, which is empirically supported by the experiment
in Section 3.2. When a perceiver processes a sentence phrase by phrase in the experiment,
such as the one in (36b), they expect an NP following the NP with no based on the nominal
connector interpretation. However, the next phrase is a temporal adverb in the stimuli of
this experiment, contrary to their expectation. The following are two possible structures
of the NP with no and the temporal adverb that a perceiver encounters in the middle of
processing.
(37) Two possible structures
a. NP-no [Temp-adv ...
b. [NP-no Temp-adv ...
(37) indicates that the temporal adverb induces an expectation of an embedded clause
in the sentence. Since the temporal adverb occurs right after the NP with no that requires
an NP to be connected to in either case of the nominal connector interpretation (37a)
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or the embedded subject interpretation (37b)4, the temporal adverb must be located in an
embedded clause. On one hand, the structure in (37a) contains a clausal boundary between
the NP with no and the temporal adverb, where the NP with no is interpreted as a nominal
connector and located outside the embedded clause. On the other hand, the structure in
(37b) shows that the NP with no is interpreted as a subject of the embedded clause.
As discussed in the last section, what we observed in the SPR was a significant delay
of the reading time of the genitive no in the non-adjacent condition in region 2 and 3, in
contrast to the nominative ga condition. If a perceiver takes the interpretation in (37a) in
order to expect an upcoming element for region 3, we do not find any factor that causes the
delay of region 3 containing a locative PP since the NP with no is outside the embedded
clause and the locative PP is congruent with the expectation based on the embedded clause
interpretation. On the contrary, if a perceiver takes the interpretation in (37b), the delay of
region 3 is accountable based on what a perceiver expects. As discussed in Section 2.5.10,
my corpus study using two corpora did not find any use of NP with no as an embedded
subject in the data when there are more than two intervening elements between the subject
and its predicate. From a perspective of the expectation-based account, facing the second
intervening element that is the locative PP is very unexpected, leading to the delay of the
reading time. If this is on the right track, the delay of region 2 is not only caused by the
unexpectedness but also by the reanalysis of the NP with no from a nominal connector to
a genitive subject. Thus, when a perceiver faces the temporal adverb in region 2, she/he
reanalyzes the NP with no and introduces a clausal boundary for the embedded clause.
To summarize, I provide an account for the delay of reading times of region 2 and 3 in
non-adjacent condition with the genitive no, as shown in (36b), from a perspective of the
expectation-based theory. A perceiver begins with an NP with no as a nominal connector,
4As I mentioned in Chapter 2, there are some dialects that allow a genitive subject in main clauses. Thus,
we need to control participants’ dialect in future research in order to exclude a possibility that the dialectal
variation might obscure the data.
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and the temporal adverb in region 2 induces the reanalysis of the NP with no from the
nominal connector interpretation to the genitive subject, introducing a clausal boundary
for the embedded clause at the beginning of the sentence, as given in (37b), which causes
the delay of reading time. Then, the locative PP at region 3 brings about the delay of
reading time, since it is rare to have two interpretations between the genitive subject and
its predicate, which is supported by the corpus study in Chapter 2.
3.1.8 Conclusion
The effect of adjacency on the use of the genitive subject has been raised as an issue in
theoretical syntax in the early 1970s, and since then, it has been argued without substantial
evidence from an empirical point of view. We conducted an acceptability judgment task
in order to provide empirical evidence of the adjacency effect. In addition, we employed
a self-paced reading task in order to find a locality of the low acceptability of the geni-
tive subject in question. Based on the results of the experiments, we confirmed that the
acceptability of the genitive subject in the non-adjacent condition is quite low, in contrast
to the nominative subject. I introduced a theoretical account of the adjacency effect on
the genitive subject by Miyagawa (2011). However, the results of SPR show that reading
times of a temporal adverb (TP adjunct) and also a locative PP (VP adjunct) as intervening
elements in SPR delayed when an NP was marked by the genitive no, which the syntactic
account by Miyagawa (2011) does not predict. From the perspective of expectation-based
theory, we provide an account for the delay of region 2 as an unexpected element based on
the sentence-initial NP with no and also as a reanalysis of the NP with no from a nominal
connector to an embedded subject. In the case of region 3, the delay was brought about by
its unexpectedness, referring to its rareness in the corpus study in Chapter 2.
Fur further study, it is necessary to confirm the results of the current experiment and
support our hypothesis that the adjacency effect is not due to uneconomical syntactic move-
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ment, referring to the D-licensing hypothesis, but to the effect of processing burden caused
by a perceiver’s expectation. Thus, we need to conduct an SPR experiment with two VP
adjuncts as intervening elements, instead of a TP adverb and a locative PP. If we find a de-
lay of reading time reflecting a processing burden on both of the two intervening elements,
it supports our hypothesis, since the syntactic account does not predict the processing bur-
den on the first intervening element that is located lower than the genitive subject in the
syntactic structure.
3.2 A Preliminary Experimental Study on a Choice of the
Interpretations of No
3.2.1 Introduction
In this section, I discuss how people choose one interpretation over the other in language
use, examining two interpretations of an NP with no and exploring indirect effects of
language-external factors on language processing and comprehension. The case particle no
can be interpreted as either a nominal connector, which generally functions as a possessive
marker (38a), or as an embedded subject marker (38b).
(38) a. No as a nominal connector
Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
kinoo
yesterday
[Ken-no
Ken-Gen
hon]-o
book-Acc
katta.
bought
‘Naomi bought Ken’s book yesterday.’
b. No as an embedded subject marker
Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
Ken-no
Ken-Gen
katta
bought
hon]-o
book-Acc
yonda.
read
‘Naomi read a book that Ken bought yesterday.’
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the embedded subject (but not the nominal connector no) can
be alternatively marked by the nominative case particle ga, called nominative/genitive al-
ternation (NGA) (cf. Harada 1971), as shown below.
(39) a. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
[kinoo
yesterday
Ken-ga/no
Ken-Nom/Gen
katta
bought
hon]-o
book-Acc
yonda.
read
‘Naomi bought a book that Ken brought yesterday.’
In Chapter 2, I investigated the alternation between ga and no on the embedded subject
in corpora from a sociolinguistic perspective, and clarified that language-external factors,
such as gender and age, affect frequencies of the uses of ga and no as NGA. Since the
use of no as an embedded subject marker is influenced by these factors, referring to the
embedded subject NP with ga, it is plausible that the language-external factors might affect
a choice of the two interpretations of an NP with no (nominal connector or embedded
subject marker) when an NP with no occurs in an ambiguous context as follows.
(40) Okaasan-wa
mother-Topic
kodomo-no
child-Gen
katta
bought
boosi-o
hat-Acc
nakusita.
lost
a. Nominal connector interpretation
Okaasan-wa
mother-Topic
[kodomo-no
child-Gen
[[pro katta]
bought
boosi]]-o
hat-Acc
nakusita.
lost
‘The mother lost the child’s hat that (someone/the child) bought.’
b. Subject marker interpretation
Okaasan-wa
mother-Topic
[[kodomo-no
child-Gen
katta]
bought
boosi]-o
hat-Acc
nakusita.
lost
‘The mother lost a hat that the child bought.’
As introduced in Chapter 2, the structure in (40a) is called pseudo-NGA (Sakai 1994;
Kikuta 2002), where the NP with no is interpreted as a possessor of boosi that is modified
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by an embedded clause katta with a pro subject. On the other hand, (40b) is a subject
marker interpretation, treating the NP with no as a subject of the embedded clause that
modifies the head noun boosi. As argued in Chapter 2, an embedded subject with no is the
one that language-external factors affect in use.
This section provides results of sentence completion tasks, arguing that the language-
external factors that affect the use of the embedded subject with no also affect a choice of
the two interpretations of an NP with no in an indirect way. In addition, since experiments
that elicit linguistic phenomena in question can control factors to be included, as opposed
to a corpus study, it is beneficial to obtain data from an experimental study. First, I intro-
duce effects of the language-external factors on NGA that were presented in Chapter 2.
Then, I illustrate the procedures of experiments, and discuss the results.
3.2.2 Background: Effects of Language-external Factors on NGA
I conducted a statistical analysis on NGA with the data from two corpora (MJD and CSJ) in
Chapter 2. The analysis clarified what kind of language-external and -internal factors affect
the use of the nominative ga and the genitive no as NGA. Among the factors identified in
the analysis, there are three language-external factors: style, gender, and birth year/age.
The corpus-based study on NGA in Chapter 2 reveals that the nominative ga is dominant
in use as a subject marker in embedded clauses, compared to the genitive no.
MJD CSJ
ga 77.5% (6,662/7,600) 92.1% (4,436/4,815)
no 12.5% (938/7,600) 7.9% (379/4,815)
X2 = 62.13, d.f.=1, p < .0001
Table 3.13: (=Table 2.1) Distributions of ga and no in the two corpora
The mixed-effects logistic regression analysis with Rbrul (cf. Johnson 2009) in Chapter
2 clarified the effects of gender based on the CSJ data, where females use the genitive no
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as NGA more often than males. In addition, I argue that there is a change in the use of the
two case particles ga and no as NGA, as shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: (=Figure 2.1) Scatter plot of the rate of no in the MJD corpus
As I argued in Chapter 2, we could not determine whether or not style affects the use
of ga and no as NGA based on the available information in the corpora, although the
different frequencies of no as NGA between the two corpora in Table 3.13 might suggest
the effects of style. As Nakagawa (1987) claims that more formal speech contains more
use of the genitive no as an embedded subject marker, the MJD corpus as more formal
than the CSJ corpus contains more use of the genitive no as an embedded subject marker
(MJD, 12.5% vs. CSJ, 7.9%). In addition, Ide (1999) discusses that there is a correlation
between the effects of speech style and gender, pointing out that females generally prefer
to use formal expressions more than males in Japanese. However, although the analysis in
Chapter 2 indicates that females use no as an embedded subject marker more frequently
than males, the levels of formality annotated for each speech in the CSJ corpus did not have
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a statistically significant effect on NGA. Needless to say, speech style can be linguistically
realized in various ways, and it is obviously inappropriate to attribute it into one linguistic
factor as a single source. Therefore, it is not possible to untangle multiple factors that are
related to style in spontaneous speech in order to detect that speech style affects the use
of the linguistic variables in question. This study employed a sentence completion task
as a pilot study, where we controlled such factors related to style during the design of the
experiment, and examine effects of style on a choice of the two interpretations of no and
consider whether style affects NGA.
3.2.3 Experiment 1: Sentence Completion Task 1
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the three language-external factors might affect a choice of
the two interpretations of an NP with no (a nominal connector or an embedded subject
marker), since the three factors affect the alternation between ga and no as an embedded
subject marker, i.e., NGA, and there are ambiguous contexts where either of the interpre-
tations of an NP with no is acceptable.
Thus, a research question of this study is to elucidate whether language-external factors
affect language processing and comprehension in an indirect way, reflecting their effects
on the use of the case particles ga and no as an embedded subject marker. Although
studies on variable linguistic behavior, such as listener’s perception of sociolinguistic vari-
ables (e.g., Strand 1999; Casasanto 2009; Campbell-Kibler 2009; Squires 2011), have been
more active recently, analyzing variation has been primarily a study of production, i.e.,
spontaneous speech (e.g., Labov 1972). The current study investigates indirect effects of
language-external factors on a choice of the interpretations of an NP with no. In other
words, I discuss whether language-external factors can affect language processing and
comprehension in an indirect way. In the following experiments, I focus on a question
whether style affects the choice of the interpretations of an NP with no, since it can help
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resolve the issue as to whether style affects NGA, which was raised in the corpus study in
Chapter 2.
Procedure
I conducted a sentence completion task, where 25 native speakers of Japanese (age 25-50
(mean: 33), Female: 12, Male: 13) were asked to complete a sentence fragment to make
a sentence. The fragments end with an ambiguous NP with no that can be interpreted as
either a nominal connector or an embedded subject marker. In this experiment, style was
measured in a word preceding no, which was controlled by vocabulary choice. All of the
words are [+human] such as names of people and common nouns. In addition to style, I
investigated effects of the number of temporal adverbs (1 or 2) in each sentence fragment.
The stimuli with two temporal adverbs were intended to elicit an embedded clause in an
answer, since the use of no as an embedded subject marker is generally not preferred,
compared to the nominative case particle ga, as shown in Table 3.13 in Section 3.2.2. The
stimuli consist of 20 target fragments, which were evenly-distributed for each condition,
and 20 fillers. The following example of the stimuli in (41) illustrates the fragment can be
interpreted in either way. The stimuli in the questionnaire consist of two formats, as shown
in (42), and (43) is a summary of our predictions of the results, based on the discussion of
their effects on NGA in Chapter 2.
(41) Ambiguous sentence fragment in the stimuli
Okaasan-wa
mother-Top
kinoo
yesterday
kodomo-no
child-Gen
a. Example of completing a sentence with the embedded subject marker interpre-
tation
Okaasan-wa
mother-Top
kinoo
yesterday
kodomo-no
child-Gen
kaita
wrote
memo-o
note-Acc
yonda.
read
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‘The mother read a note that the child wrote yesterday.’
b. Example of completing a sentence with the nominal connector interpretation
Okaasan-wa
mother-Top
kinoo
yesterday
kodomo-no
child-Gen
hon-o
book-Acc
nakusita.
lost
‘The mother lost the child’s book yesterday.’
(42) a. One temporal adverb: [NP-topic adverb NP-no ...]
b. Two temporal adverbs: [adverb NP-topic adverb NP-no ...]
(43) Predictions
a. Style: More formal style prompts the embedded subject interpretation.
b. Gender: Females interpret an NP with no as an embedded subject more often
than males.
c. Temporal adverbs: Two temporal adverbs prompt the embedded subject inter-
pretation.
Results
The results of this experiment show that the nominal connector interpretation is dominant,
as represented in Table 3.14. It is compatible with the low frequency of the use of the
genitive no as an embedded subject marker, compared to the nominative ga in NGA, in
Table 3.13 in Section 3.2.2.
nominal connector embedded subject marker
NP with no 83.2% (416/500) 16.8% (84/500)
Table 3.14: Frequency of the two interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 1
Table 3.15 with a Pearson’s chi-square test shows that two temporal adverbs induce
the embedded subject interpretation more often than one temporal adverb, as predicted.
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Table 3.16 shows effects of style on the interpretations of an NP with no. It indicates that
formal style induces the embedded subject interpretation. This result is compatible with the
effects on NGA, where more formal speech contain more use of no as an embedded subject
marker compared to casual speech. Table 3.17 shows that males chose the embedded
subject interpretation more often than females. The gender effect on the choice is opposite
to our prediction based on their effects on NGA.
nominal connector embedded subject marker
one temporal adverb 88% (220/250) 12% (30/250)
two temporal adverbs 78.4% (196/250) 21.6% (54/250)
X2 = 8.24, p< 0.01
Table 3.15: Temporal adverbs and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 1
nominal connector embedded subject marker
casual 86.8% (217/250) 13.2% (33/250)
formal 79.6% (199/250) 20.4% (51/250)
X2 = 4.64, p< 0.05
Table 3.16: Style and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 1
nominal connector embedded subject marker
male 80% (208/260) 20% (52/260)
female 86.7% (208/240) 13.3% (32/240)
X2 = 3.92, p< 0.05
Table 3.17: Gender and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 1
As for the effects of birth year/age, we could not investigate them due to insufficient
data. We need data with a wider range of birth year/age of participants in future study.
In addition, I constructed a logit mixed-effects model to confirm the results of the
chi-square test. The model includes style (STYLE), gender (GENDER), and the number of
adverbs (NUM.ADVERBS) as fixed factors and participants and items as random factors.
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Analyses were conducted using the lme4 and languageR libraries for the R statistic pro-
gram. During the analysis, I also considered random slopes for each condition and com-
pared the models by likelihood ratio tests using the function anova on R. The best model
ended up not including any random slopes. Table 3.18 is a summary of fixed factors of the
model.
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -2.2314 0.3199 -6.976 3.04e-12
STYLE 0.7003 0.2776 2.522 0.01167
GENDER 0.6689 0.6376 1.049 0.29415
NUM.ADVERBS -8.641 0.2737 -3.157 0.00159
STYLE × GENDER -0.6954 0.5596 -1.243 0.21399
Table 3.18: Summary of fixed factors from the logit mixed-effects model in Experiment 1
There was a significant main effect of STYLE and NUM.ADVERBS, as we expected.
However, the effect of GENDER was not significant. Therefore, the analysis indicates that
the interpretations of an NP with no is influenced by style and the number of temporal
adverbs but not gender. The non-significant effect of gender is not what we expected
based on the fact that NGA represents the effect of gender as seen in Chapter 2.
As Labov (2011) argued, gender effects are interwoven with other language-external
factors such as social class (e.g., Trudgill 1974), rural settings (e.g., Labov 2011), and so-
cial meaning of variants (e.g., Eckert 2000), even though the major expectation governing
language and gender is that women should show a lower rate of stigmatized variants and a
higher rate of prestige variants than men. Another possible explanation to the results is that
we did not include the age effects in this calculation, and it skewed the effects of gender in
this study.
There are two points that need to be improved in this experiment. First, I did not
control speakers’ hometown, in contrast to the corpus study in Chapter 2. This experiment
included only 7 participants whose hometown is Tokyo, and the subject of the corpus study
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in Chapter 2 was native speakers of Tokyo Japanese. Second, words that I used with no as
formal can be categorized into two groups. One group consist of names from old literature
such as Kiritsubotei in Tales of Genji (1001), and the others are names of people and
common nouns to whom it is generally better to use honorifics, such as a prime minister.
Table 3.19 is a summary of the interpretations of no for the two subcategories.
nominal connector embedded subject marker
names from old literature 51.8%(103/199) 43.1% (22/51)
nouns preferring honorifics 48.2% (96/199) 56.9% (29/51)
X2 = 1.21, d.f.=1, p=0.2713
Table 3.19: Subcategories of “formal” words and the interpretations of no in Experiment 1
There is no statistically significant difference between the two groups in Table 3.19,
but it is preferable to control which aspects of style and formality we are using in the
experiment in order to examine their effects on the choice of the interpretations of no.
It is not an easy task to set up style of a sentence using only sentence fragments, but it
seems that this experiment investigated two different aspects through the term “formal”.
In the next section, I introduce the second experiment restricting data from native speakers
of Tokyo Japanese and focus on honorifics as a factor to investigate the effects on the
interpretations of no.
3.2.4 Experiment 2: Sentence Completion Task 2
In Experiment 2, I investigated the effects of honorific attitude on the interpretation of no
with 20 participants who are native speakers of Tokyo Japanese (age 23-38 (mean: 30.6),
Female: 12, Male: 8) . As mentioned in Chapter 2, there used to be a difference between
ga and no in honorific usage; no was used with honorific expressions more often than ga,
but the difference disappeared in modern Tokyo Japanese. If so, there should not be any
difference in the interpretations of no depending on the levels of honoric attitude, bearing
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in mind the assumption that language-external factors that affect NGA should also affect
the interpretation of no. The problem of experiment 1 in the last section is that I did not
control participants’ hometown, and it might have affected the effect of honorific attitude
on the interpretations of no, as Table 3.19 shows.
Procedure
In experiment 2, the honorific attitude conditions (honorific vs. neutral) and the temporal
adverb conditions (1 vs. 2) were manipulated in a 2× 2 design, yielding a total of 4 crucial
conditions in the experiment. I created 4 matched lexical sets of each condition, and the
sets were distributed among 2 lists using a Latin Square procedure so that the participants
never saw lexically related items in their particular questionnaire. I included 16 filler items
in each list, and thus, each list has 32 items in total. The order of items within each list
was pseudorandomized so that related conditions were never presented successively. A
summary of our predictions is presented in (44).
(44) Predictions
a. Honorific attitude: The two conditions (honorific vs. neutral) are equal in
interpreting an NP with no.
b. Gender: Females interpret an NP with no as an embedded subject more often
than males.
c. Temporal adverbs: Two temporal adverbs prompt the embedded subject inter-
pretation.
Results
The results of experiment 2 show that the nominal connector interpretation is dominant, as
well as the results of experiment 1.
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nominal connector embedded subject marker
NP with no 90.2% (303/336) 9.8% (33/336)
Table 3.20: Frequency of the two interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 2
Table 3.21 with a Pearson’s chi-square test shows that two temporal adverbs induce
the embedded subject interpretation more often than one temporal adverb, as in the case
of experiment 1. Table 3.22 shows a tendency that females chose the embedded subject
interpretation more often than males, contrary to the results of experiment 1, but the dif-
ference between female and male is not statistically significant. Table 3.23 shows effects
of honorific attitude on the interpretations of an NP with no. It indicates that nouns that
usually occur with honorifics increase the embedded subject interpretation a little bit, but
the difference between the two conditions is not statistically significant. Therefore, it sig-
nals the honorific attitude that I set up in experiment 2 does not affect the interpretation of
an NP with no.
nominal connector embedded subject marker
one temporal adverb 3.6% (6/168) 96.4% (162/168)
two temporal adverbs 16.1% (27/168) 83.9% (141/168)
X2 = 14.81, d.f.=1, p< .001
Table 3.21: Temporal adverbs and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 2
nominal connector embedded subject marker
male 7.8% (10/128) 92.2% (118/128)
female 11.1% (23/208) 88.9% (185/208)
X2 = 0.94, d.f.=1, p=0.3323
Table 3.22: Gender and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 2
nominal connector embedded subject marker
polite 11.3% (19/168) 88.7% (149/168)
non-polite 8.8% (14/168) 91.2% (154/168)
X2 = 0.84, d.f.=1, p = 0.3594
Table 3.23: Honorific attitude and the interpretations of an NP with no in Experiment 2
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I also constructed a logit mixed-effects model to confirm the results. The model in-
cludes honorific attitude, gender, and the number of adverbs as fixed factors and partic-
ipants and items as random factors. Analyses were conducted using the lme4 and lan-
guageR libraries for the R statistic program. During the analysis, I also considered random
slopes for each condition and compared the models by likelihood ratio tests using the func-
tion anova on R. The best model turned out not to include any random slopes. Table 3.24
is a summary of fixed factors of the model. There was only a significant main effect of
NUM.ADVERBS (p<0.001), which is the same results as the chi-square tests.
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -2.7407 0.3057 -8.966 < 2e-16
HON -0.3492 0.4010 -0.871 0.383764
GENDER -0.3457 0.5563 -0.621 0.534346
NUM.ADVERBS 1.7373 0.4915 3.534 0.000409
HON × GENDER 0.5640 0.8500 0.663 0.507011
Table 3.24: Summary of fixed factors from the logit mixed-effects model in Experiment 2
Contrary to the results of experiment 1, the data did not show the effect of honorific
attitude on the interpretations of no. What it implies is that the use of no as NGA is
not influenced by honorific attitude. This result is compatible with the argument that the
difference between ga and no in terms of honorific attitude, which used to exist, has already
disappeared in modern Tokyo Japanese.
As for gender, the results did not represent effects of gender on the interpretations of no,
contrary to our prediction based on the discussion of gender and NGA in the corpus study
in Chapter 2. Although we need to obtain sufficient data for a further investigation about
the gender effect, the results of the two experiments represent that gender does not have
a strong effect on a choice of the interpretations of no. If the language-external factors
of NGA do affect the interpretations of no, the results of the experiments implies that
gender does not affect NGA, which contradicts the results of the corpus study in Chapter
2. However, in addition to the lack of sufficient data from these two experiments, it might
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not be appropriate to compare the data from spontaneous speech in Chapter 2 and the one
from the comprehension study here. As mentioned earlier, gender effects are interwoven
with other language-external factors, and further study is necessary to untangle the effects
and for a more detailed discussion about effects of gender on the interpretations of no and
NGA.
3.2.5 Conclusion
In experiment 1, we observed the effects of language-external factors on a choice of the two
interpretations of an NP with no. In fact, their effects on the choice of the interpretations
are derived from their relationship with NGA. Even so, this study provides evidence that
language-external factors can affect language processing and comprehension in an indirect
way. In addition, we confirmed that honorific attitude does not affect the interpretations
of no, which implies that they do not affect NGA. Furthermore, the data shows that the
choice of the interpretations is sensitive to features that relate to sentence structure such as
the number of temporal adverbs.
For further study, in order to verify the results of the experiments, we need to employ
some objective scale for choosing words that induce various levels of honorific attitude,
comparing to the words picked up arbitrarily in the current pilot studies, and verify the
results of the studies. In addition, the results of this study show that honorific attitude does
not affect the interpretation of an NP with no in Tokyo Japanese, as expected, but it is
necessary to examine effects of other language-external factors that should affect the inter-
pretation of an NP with no in order to support the results of the current study. Especially,
it is important to investigate stylistic effects on the interpretation of an NP with no, which
implies effects of ga and no as NGA. For instance, in a sentence completion task, we can
use Sino-Japanese words and original Japanese words in a sentence fragment as stimuli
and compare their effects.
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Chapter 4
Effects of Information Structure and
Prosody on the Use of
Nominative/Accusative Case Particles
This chapter discusses adjacency effects on the use of the case particles ga and o as object
marker, called Nominative/Accusative Alternation (NAA), and their relationship with in-
formation structure from an empirical point of view, through an experiment using prosodic
features. First, I introduce adjacency effects on NAA, which Shibatani (1975) points out
with his self-reported intuitive judgment. Then, I present the results of an acceptability
judgment task to confirm the adjacency effect empirically, Then, I discuss the results of a
sentence completion task with respect to the interpretations of NP-ga in order to estimate
the baseline of the ratio of the subject and object interpretations of an NP-ga. Finally, I
present the results of the perception experiment with various prosodic patterns, arguing that
the ga object is associated with prosodic salience in contrast to o, and the low acceptability
of ga in the non-adjacency condition can be ameliorated by assigning prosodic features
that fit with its information structure (cf. Vallduvı´ 1992; Lambrecht 1994; Erteschik-Shir
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2007).1 The experiments in this chapter were conducted with Hyun-Kyung Hwang at the
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics.
4.1 Introduction
NAA is a case alternation between the nominative case particle ga and the accusative case
particle o, which occurs with potential and desiderative predicates (cf. Shibatani 1975).2
(45) Potential predicates
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
zyoozuni
well
eigo-ga/o
English-Nom/Acc
hanas-e-ru.
speak-Pot-Pres
‘Taro can speak English well.’
b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
oisii
tasty
koohii-ga/o
coffee-Nom/Acc
tukur-e-ru.
make-Pot-Pres
‘Naomi can make good coffee.’
(46) Desiderative predicates
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
omosiroi
interesting
hanasi-ga/o
story-Nom/Acc
kik-ita-i-soo-da.
hear-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop
‘(I heard that) Taro wants to hear an interesting story.’
b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top
utukusii
beautiful
syasin-ga/o
picture-Nom/Acc
tor-ita-i-soo-da.
take-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop
‘(I heard that) Naomi wants to take a beautiful picture.’
1A part of this chapter was presented at the 23rd Japanese/Korean Linguistics held at MIT in 2013.
2There is another phenomenon where the nominative ga and the accusative o can alter, which is known as
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) (Kuno 1976; Ura 1994; Tanaka 2002; Hiraiwa 2005; Takeuchi 2010). We
did not include this phenomenon in our study, since the syntactic mechanism is completely different from
NAA.
i) Taro-wa
Taro-Top
Yuki-ga/o
Yuki-Nom/Acc
baka-da-to
stupid-Cop-Pres-COMP
omot-tei-ru.
think-Prog-Pres
‘Taro think that Yuki is stupid.’ (Takeuchi 2010)
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Previous studies have examined the conditions in which the nominative ga or the ac-
cusative o is preferred in use, such as lexical items of the predicates (e.g., Sugai and Naruse
2006). Among them, Shibatani (1975) observes that adjacency affects the choice of ga and
o of NAA. He describes the gradience of the acceptability with ‘*’ and ‘?’ as given below.
(47) a. Boku-ga
I-Nom
susi-ga/o
sushi-Nom/Acc
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi.’
b. Boku-ga
I-Nom
susi-?ga/o
sushi-Nom/Acc
kimi-to
you-with
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi with you.’
c. Boku-ga
I-Nom
susi-??ga/o
sushi-Nom/Acc
kimi-to
you-with
issyoni
together
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi with you together.’
d. Boku-ga
I-Nom
susi-?*ga/o
sushi-Nom/Acc
kimi-to
you-with
issyoni
together
susiya-de
sushi.restaurant-at
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi with you together at a sushi restaurant.’
e. Boku-ga
I-Nom
susi-*ga/o
sushi-Nom/Acc
kimi-to
you-with
issyoni
together
asoko-ni
there-at
mi-e-ru
see-Pot-Pres
susiya-de
sushi.restaurant-at
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi with you together at a sushi restaurant we see over there.’
(Shibatani 1975)
As the examples show, the effect of adjacency on the acceptability is not categorical
but gradual. The acceptability becomes lower by increasing the number of intervening
elements between the nominative-marked object and its predicate. Shibatani claims that
the low acceptability can be attributed to the processing burden with respect to the linear
distance between the object and its predicate, providing the following rule.
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(48) X NP-ga Y→ X [S NP-ga Y (Shibatani 1975)
In (48), the sequence on the left side is input, and the one on the right side is the
way of interpreting the sequence by perceivers. Shibatani proposes that native Japanese
speakers intuitively put a clausal boundary before the ga-marked NP by default, based
on his assumption that the ga-marked object is less frequent than the ga-marked subject.
This claim is empirically supported by Miyamoto (2002, 2003, 2008) who conducted self-
paced reading tasks. Therefore, the ga-marked NP in (49a) can be wrongly analyzed as an
embedded subject at first, in the same way as (49b), and then, it is reanalyzed as an object
of the desiderative predicate.
(49) a. Boku-wa
I-Top
susi-ga
sushi-Nom
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘I want to eat sushi.’
b. Boku-wa
I-Top
[susi-ga
sushi-Nom
John-ni
John-by
tabe-rare-ta]
eat-Pass-Pst
koto-o
thing-acc
sit-tei-ru.
know-Prog-Pres
‘I know that the sushi was eaten by John.’
(Shibatani 1975)
As for the adjacency effect in (47), Shibatani explains that the wrong segmentation
can be resolved immediately when a predicate is linearly close to the ga-marked object.
However, when a predicate is far from the ga-marked object as in (47e), the resolution of
the incorrect interpretation is delayed and causes more processing burden, which ends up
being less acceptable. If Shibatani’s account is correct, the adjacency effect on the nomi-
native object has nothing to do with syntactic structures but the surface linear distance. In
order to confirm his hypothesis, the way people reanalyze the nominative NP needs to be
clarified empirically by experiments such as a self-paced reading task (cf. Miyamoto 2008,
and references therein) in future research.
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However, the aim of this study is not to pin down the exact source of the adjacency
effect on NAA but to examine prosodic features that improve the low acceptability of the
nominative ga object in the non-adjacent condition. In this study, I verify the effect of
adjacency on the nominative object empirically at first, since Shibatani’s analysis is based
on his self-reported intuitive judgment. Then, I discuss the relationship between the case
particles ga and o as object markers and their prosodic behaviors, arguing that prosodic
features, which reflect information structure of a sentence (cf. Vallduvı´ 1992; Lambrecht
1994; Erteschik-Shir 2007), play a crucial role in the acceptabilities of ga and o objects
with respect to adjacency.
In the next section, I briefly introduce the syntactic structures of NAA in the literature
in order to show that the adjacency effect is not derived from syntactic constraints.
4.2 Syntactic Aspects of Nominative/Accusative Alterna-
tion (NAA)
As well as Nominative/Genitive Alternation (NGA) discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, NAA has
also been examined through the evolution of the generative framework (Shibatani 1975;
Saito 1982; Takezawa 1987; Dubinsky 1992; Tada 1992; Koizumi 1994; Ura 2000; No-
mura 2003; Takano 2003; Takahashi 2010b). The previous studies have mainly focused on
a difference in scope between the nominative object and the accusative object in order to
detect where the nominative/accusative object is located in a syntactic structure. Nomura
(2003, 2005) argues that when the object with the nominative ga occurs with a focus parti-
cle dake ‘only’, it can take scope over the potential affix (such as -e) (50), and the reverse
scope interpretation is also possible (51) when we provide a plausible context, contrary to
the previous works (Tada 1992; Koizumi 1994; Niinuma 1999; Ura 2000).
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(50) John-wa
John-Top
koyubi-dake-ga
pinky-only-Nom
mage-rare-ru.
bend-Pot-Pres
‘(lit.)John can bend his pinky.’
‘It is only his pinky that John can bend.’ (only > can)
(51) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom
koyubi-dake-ga
pinkie-only-Nom
mage-rare-ru-no-wa
bend-Pot-Pres-Noml-Top
sit-te-ita-ga,
know-Prog-Pst-but
(kare-ga)
he-Nom
kusuriyubi-dake-mo
ring.finger-only-also
mage-rare-ru-no-ni-wa
bend-Pot-Pres-Noml-Dat-Top
odoro-ita.
surprise-Pst
‘I have known that Taro can crook only his pinkie but I am surprised that he can
also crook only his ring finger.’ (can > only) (Nomura 2005)
Based on the observation, Takahashi (2010b) proposes that the nominative and ac-
cusative objects share the identical syntactic structure but their difference lies in the op-
tionality of the Case absorption, as shown in (52). Takahashi (2010b) attributes the vari-
ability to the optional Case absorption by the potential affix head can in the tree. When the
accusative Case on v is absorbed by the potential affix, T licenses the nominative object.
Furthermore, v licenses the accusative object when the accusative Case is not absorbed.3
3But also see Takano (2003) and Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2007) who claim different syntactic structures
between the nominative and accusative objects. However, even if we employ their theoretical explanation of
NAA, the different syntactic structures of the nominative and accusative objects cannot explain the current
issue with respect to adjacency.
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(52) The nominative/accusative object structure proposed by Takahashi (2010b)
TP
SubjNOM T’
canP
tsubj can’
vP
PRO v’
VP
OBJNOM/ACC V
v[Acc]
can
T
Optional Case absorption
The important point to our study is that the nominative and accusative objects are
located in the same position in the structure.4 What it implies is that the syntactic argument
of NAA is not relevant to the adjacency issue that shows gradual effects on the acceptability
of the nominative object, and the effect should be attributed to independent factors such as
processing burden as proposed by Shibatani (1975).
4This study conducts an experiment using a desiderative predicate, following Shibatani (1975)’s analysis,
but the discussion will be made under the assumption that the nominative and accusative objects are located
in the same syntactic position, as in the case of the potential construction.
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In the next section, I show the results of an acceptability judgment task in order to
confirm that adjacency affects the acceptability of ga but not o.
4.3 Preliminary Study: Acceptability Judgment Task
4.3.1 Procedure
Before conducting experiments about the relationship between prosody and the case parti-
cles with respect to adjacency, we conducted an acceptability judgment task using a 5-point
scale (1=very unnatural, 5=very natural) as a preliminary study in order to confirm the ad-
jacency effect on NAA. Twenty six speakers of Japanese participated in the experiment.
As for the adjacency conditions, the non-adjacent item has one intervening element as an
adjunct between the object marked by ga or o and its predicate. The adjacent item was
made by switching the word order of the adjunct and the object, in addition to the one
without an adjunct in a sentence. The adjacency conditions (adjacent without an adjunct,
adjacent with one adjunct, non-adjacent) and the case particles (ga and o) were manip-
ulated in a 3 × 2 design, yielding a total of 6 crucial conditions in the experiment. We
created 2 matched lexical sets of each condition, and also varied evidential markers in the
predicates using rasii and sooda. The total number of the stimuli is 36. The followings are
examples of the target sentences.
(53) a. Adjacent environment without an adjunct
Naoya-wa
Naoya-Top
zoo-ga/o
elephant-Nom/Acc
mi-ta-i-soo-da.
see-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-Pres
‘(I heard that) Naoya wants to see elephants.’
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b. Non-adjacent environment with one intervening element
Naoya-wa
Naoya-Top
zoo-ga/o
elephant-Nom/Acc
Indo-de
India-in
mi-ta-i-soo-da.
see-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-Pres
‘(I heard that) Naoya wants to see elephants in India.’
c. Adjacent environment created by switching the order
Naoya-wa
Naoya-Top
Indo-de
India-in
zoo-ga/o
elephant-Nom/Acc
mi-ta-i-soo-da.
see-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-Pres
‘(I heard that) Naoya wants to see elephants in India.’
4.3.2 Results
Table 4.1 provides means and standard deviations of the acceptability for each condition.
It is evident that the acceptability of the nominative ga becomes very low in the non-
adjacent condition, in contrast to the accusative o, where the acceptability does not become
substantially low in the non-adjacent condition.
Adjacent without an adjunct Adjacent with an adjunct Non-adjacent
Nom ga 4.06 (1.27) 4.5 (0.77) 2.47 (1.25)
Acc o 4.66 (0.69) 4.78 (0.58) 4.31 (0.93)
Table 4.1: Means and standard deviations of the acceptability for each condition
In order to compare the different behaviors of the nominative ga and the accusative o
in terms of adjacency, we excluded the data of the adjacent condition without an adjunct
in the following analyses. In addition, we transformed the ratings to z-scores within each
participant in order to standardize the data and correct for a possible scale bias between
participants. Figure 4.1 provides the means of z-score ratings for each condition.
As expected, the acceptability of the nominative ga in the non-adjacent condition turns
out to be quite lower than the adjacent one, compared to the accusative o. Although Shi-
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Figure 4.1: Z-score ratings of the nominative/accusative case particles in the adjacency
conditions
batani (1975) does not mention that the acceptability of o becomes a little bit lower in the
non-adjacent condition, as seen in Figure 4.1, the effect of adjacency on the accusative o
is reasonable since the canonical word-order is ‘adjunct>accusative object’ and the order
‘accusative object>adjunct’ is produced by scrambling, which is costly in processing (cf.
Mazuka et al. 2002; Miyamoto and Takahashi 2002).
In order to examine further the differences between ga and o with respect to adjacency,
we constructed a linear mixed-effects model with NOMACC and ADJACENCY as fixed fac-
tors and items and participants included as random factors. Analyses were conducted using
the lme4 and languageR packages for the R statistic program. During the analysis, we also
investigated effects of random slopes for each condition and compared the models by like-
lihood ratio tests using the function anova on R. The best model turned out to not include
any random slopes. In Table 4.2, all p-values were estimated using the MCMC method im-
plemented in the languageR package (Baayen 2008; Baayen et al. 2008). Table 4.2 shows
that there was a significant main effect of NOMACC and ADJACENCY, and there was also a
significant interaction of NOMACC and ADJACENCY (p<.0001).
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To summarize, we conducted an acceptability judgment task, and confirmed that the
acceptability of ga becomes quite low in the non-adjacent condition, which is statistically
significant, compared to the accusative o object.
Estimated Standard Error t-value p-value (by the MCMC method)
(Intercept) 0.49822 0.06090 8.180 <.0001
NOMACC -0.23462 0.06499 -3.610 <.001
ADJACENCY –0.44580 0.07959 -5.601 <.0001
NOMACC × ADJACENCY -1.39385 0.11256 -12.383 <.0001
Table 4.2: Summary of fixed factors from the linear mixed-effects model
4.4 Sentence Completion Task
4.4.1 Procedure
In order to estimate the baseline of the ratio of the subject and object interpretations of
an NP-ga, we conducted a sentence completion task. Twenty native speakers of Japanese
(age 23-38 (mean: 30.6), Female: 12, Male: 8) participated in the experiment, and were
asked to complete a sentence fragment to make a sentence. The fragments contain an NP-
ga that can be interpreted as either a subject or an object. The adjacent and non-adjacent
conditions were included in this experiment by switching the word-order of a locative
adverb and the NP with ga in the stimuli. In addition, animacy of the NP with ga was
controlled in order to obtain unbiased results. The NPs with ga were categorized into
animate and inanimate in the stimuli. Controlling the stimuli with adjacency and animacy
yields a total of 4 conditions in each environment. We created 2 matched lexical sets of
each condition, and the sets were distributed among 2 lists using a Latin Square procedure
so that the participants never saw lexically related items in their particular questionnaire.
We included 16 filler items in each list, and thus, each list has 32 items in total. The
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order of items within each list was pseudorandomized so that related conditions were never
presented successively. The followings are examples of the stimuli and the two possible
interpretations.
(54) Ambiguous sentence fragment in the stimuli
Sobo-wa
grandmother-Top
Tsukiji-de
Tsukiji-at
susi-ga
sushi-Nom
a. Example of completing a sentence in the subject interpretation
Sobo-wa
grandmother-Top
Tsukiji-de
Tsukiji-at
[susi-ga
sushi-Nom
u-rare-tei-ru]
sell-Pass-Prog-Pres
koto-o
thing-Acc
sitte-iru.
know-Pres
‘The grandmother knows that sushi is sold at Tsukiji.’
b. Example of completing a sentence in the object interpretation
Sobo-wa
grandmother-Top
Tsukiji-de
Tsukiji-at
susi-ga
sushi-Nom
tabe-ta-i.
eat-Des-Pres
‘The grandmother wants to eat sushi at Tsukiji.’
4.4.2 Results
As predicted, the results in Table 4.3 show that the subject interpretation of NP-ga is
dominant. Table 4.4 indicates that the animate NPs with ga are more likely to be interpreted
as a subject, compared to the inanimate NPs, as we expected. On the other hand, adjacency
in Table 4.5 does not indicate any effects on the interpretations of NP-ga.
subject interpretation object interpretation
NP-ga 88.5% (280/320) 12.5% (40/320)
Table 4.3: Two interpretations of ga in the sentence completion task
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animate inanimate
subject interpretation 93.7% (150/160) 81.2% (130/160)
object interpretation 6.3% (10/160) 18.8% (30/160)
X2 = 11.43, d.f.= 1, p < .001
Table 4.4: Animacy and interpretations of ga in the sentence completion task
adjacent non-adjacent
subject interpretation 88.5% (140/160) 88.5% (140/160)
object interpretation 12.5% (20/160) 12.5% (20/160)
Table 4.5: Adjacency and interpretations of ga in the sentence completion task
In addition to the chi-square test, we constructed a logit mixed-effects model that in-
cludes animacy and adjacency as fixed factors and participants and items as random fac-
tors. During the analysis, I also considered random slopes for each condition and compared
the models by likelihood ratio tests using the function anova on R. The best model turned
out not to include any random slopes. The results in Table 4.6 indicate that there was a
significant main effect of ANIMACY (p<0.05), but ADJACENCY does not have a significant
effect on NAA, which is the same as the results of the chi-square tests.
Estimated Standard Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) 2.67509 0.39718 6.735 1.64e-11
ANIMACY -1.61523 0.71593 -2.256 0.0241
ADJACENCY 0.09016 0.43705 0.206 0.8366
ANIMACY × ADJACENCY -0.22207 0.88282 -0.252 0.8014
Table 4.6: Summary of fixed factors from the logit mixed-effects model
To summarize, we confirmed that the subject interpretation of NP-ga is dominant in
the experiment, controlling the effect of animacy. The effect of adjacency is not significant
in terms of ambiguity resolution of the possible interpretations of NP-ga. It implies that in
comprehension, people predominantly process the NP with ga as a subject when they have
not reached the predicate yet, irrespective to the existence of intervening elements between
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the NP and its predicate.
4.5 Prosodic Effects on NAA
The aim of this study is to examine prosodic effects on the use of the nominative case
particles ga and the accusative o as an object marker. As we observed in the last section,
the acceptability of the object with ga becomes low when it is not adjacent to its predicate,
while the acceptability of the object with o remains high. We conducted a perception
experiment, varying pitches of the stimuli. The results of the experiment show that the
low acceptability of ga can be ameliorated when a sentence with the ga object is assigned
prosodic features that fit with its information structure (cf. Vallduvı´ 1992; Lambrecht 1994;
Erteschik-Shir 2007). The findings of this study indicate that the acceptability becomes
high when the ga object is focused in the non-adjacent condition. On the contrary, the
acceptability of the accusative o is high when the intervening element is focused in the
non-adjacent condition, which reflects the effect of the preverbal focus position by default.
4.5.1 Hypothesis
As is well known, the particle -ga can induce focus in a broad sense on an NP that it
attaches to (e.g., Kuno 1973; Heycock 1994, 2008; Vermeulen 2005). In addition, the
preverbal position is focused by default in Japanese due to its prosodic salience (Kim
1988; Ishihara 2001). This naturally brings us to the assumption that the ideal position
of the -ga object is preverbal. Since the preverbal position is focused by default, having
the ga object in the adjacent condition reduces the effort to place focus on the ga object
without shifting the default focus in the preverbal position.
Note that we are not trying to argue that the low acceptability of the ga object in the
non-adjacent condition is due to the misplacement of the focused object with ga, discarding
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a possible account in terms of the processing burden of the reanalysis as Shibatani (1975)
claims. Instead, we verify a hypothesis that assigning the ideal information structure with
prosodic features ameliorates the low acceptability of the ga object in the non-adjacent
condition. Drawing upon the effects of implicit prosody on a judgment of a written sen-
tence (Fodor 2002), the lack of the (implicit) prosodic salience to assign focus on the -ga
object in silent reading could be the reason for the low acceptability. If we are on the right
track, assigning a plausible information structure, which is realized in prosody, to a sen-
tence with the -ga object in the non-adjacent condition should improve the acceptability.
4.5.2 Perception Experiment
Stimuli
We conducted a perception experiment in order to investigate effects of prosody on the
acceptability of the ga object and the o object with respect to adjacency, asking participants
the acceptability of the stimuli. The structure of tested material with an intervening element
(hereafter, IE) and examples of the target sentences are given below.
(55) Structure: Subject > Object > IE > Verb
(56) Target sentences with the accusative o object
a. Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
b. Naoya-wa
Naoya-Top
zoo-o
elephant-Acc
Indo-de
India-at
mi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
see-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Naoya wants to see elephants in India.’
(57) Target sentences with the nominative ga object
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a. Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-ga
rum-Nom
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
b. Naoya-wa
Naoya-Top
zoo-ga
elephant-Nom
Indo-de
India-at
mi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
see-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Naoya wants to see elephants in India.’
The lexical items in the target sentences are all accented in order to observe the peak
of F0 on each word, following the fact that focus in Japanese expands the F0 range of
focused item (e.g., Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Kubozono 1993; Sugahara 2003)
and compresses the peak F0 of post-focus items (e.g., Xu 1999; Xu and Xu 2005; Xu et al.
2010).
In order to create stimuli, a native speaker of Tokyo Japanese (female, age 26) was
asked to read the target sentences out loud five times, which was recorded in a soundproof
booth. The target sentences in the production session were recorded in various contexts in
order to vary the information structure of a given sentence (cf. Vallduvı´ 1992; Lambrecht
1994; Erteschik-Shir 2007). The speaker read the sentences as broad focus (58), all-given
(59), and narrow (contrastive) focus on either the object or the IE (60,61), which was
controlled in a conversation style with an interlocutor in the session. The followings are
examples of how we elicited the target stimuli produced by the speaker B.
(58) Broad Focus
A: Doo-sita-no?
how-did-Q
‘What happened?’
B: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
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(59) All-Given
A: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-tte
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-COMP
kiita-kedo,
heard-but
hontoo-na-no?
true-Cop-SentP
‘I heard that Anna wants to drink rum at dinner, but is it true?’
B: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
(60) Narrow (contrastive) Focus on the object
A: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
wain-o
wine-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-tte-sa.
drink-Des-Pres-COMP-SentP
‘I heard that Anna wants to drink wine at dinner.’
B: Uun,
no
Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘No, (I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
(61) Narrow (contrastive) Focus on IE
A: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
ranchi-de
lunch-at
nomi-tai-tte-sa.
drink-want-COMP-SentP
‘I heard that Anna wants to drink rum at lunch.’
B: Uun,
no
Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-tai-sooda-yo.
drink-want-seem-SentP
‘No, (I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
We included sentences with broad focus and all-given as fillers in our perception ex-
periment in order to set up a baseline of the acceptability judgment. We used sentences
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with contrastive (narrow) focus as our target items, and manipulated the F0 of the object
and IE in the recorded sentences in order to investigate whether focus affects the accept-
ability of the ga object. We chose recorded sentences with the nominative or accusative
object, where the difference in F0 peak between the nominative/accusative object and the
IE is about 100Hz. Using Praat (Boersma 2001), we made the F0 peaks of the object and
IE higher or lower with a 10Hz step for each direction, where each step makes 20Hz dif-
ference in F0 between the object and IE. For instance, when we made the F0 of the object
10Hz higher in a step, we made the one of IE 10Hz lower in the same step. We repeated
this manipulation 5 times to the extent that the difference in F0 between the object and IE
becomes 180Hz from the original sentences, as shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.
Figure 4.2: Pitch manipulation of the object-focused stimuli
Figure 4.3: Pitch manipulation of the IE-focused stimuli
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During this process, we made sure that the stimuli do not sound artificial. This ma-
nipulation produced 10 stimuli for each case particle. We set up two sessions in order to
separate the stimuli with ga and o so that participants do not mishear the case particles,
which could happen since the crucial phonetic cue to distinguish them is a suffix with one
syllable/mora. Each session contains 21 fillers, including the sentences with broad focus
and all-given as the baseline of the acceptability judgment.
When the F0 of the object is made significantly higher than the following IE, even if we
consider the effect of downstep (cf. Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Kubozono 1989),
it can be interpreted that the object is focused and the F0 of the following IE is compressed
by the post-focus compression. Contrastively, when the F0 of the IE is made substantially
higher than the preceding object, the IE can be interpreted as focused, regarding the object
as a part of background information. If our hypothesis is correct, the low acceptability of
the nominative ga object in the non-adjacent condition should be ameliorated when the F0
of the object is realized higher than the one of the IE.
Participants and Procedure
We conducted a rating experiment using a 5-point scale (1: very unnatural, 5: very natural).
The experiment included 29 paid participants who are native speakers of Tokyo Japanese.
The experiment was conducted in a quiet room, and the two sessions were separated with
a short break. The experiment was performed on Praat, and the participants were asked to
rate a sentence by clicking a number from 1 to 5 on a computer screen after they heard each
sentence. We excluded data of 7 participants who rated non-manipulated natural stimuli
low, such as 1 or 2; thus, the total number of participants that we used for the analysis is
22 (average age: 30.7, Female: 13, Male: 9).
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4.5.3 Analysis and Results
The average ratings with their standard deviations in Table 4.7 indicate that the ratings of
the accusative o object are generally higher than the nominative ga object. In fact, the
ratings of the accusative o are always higher than the ones of the nominative ga in any
conditions of F0.
Accusative o Nominative ga
Ratings 4.23 (0.22) 3.41 (0.20)
Table 4.7: Means and standard deviations of the ratings for each case particle
We transformed ratings of each participant in each session to z-scores for standard-
ization in order to correct any possible scale bias between participants. Figure 4.4 is a
scatter plot of the averaged z-score ratings for sentences that include the accusative o or
nominative ga objects with different F0 patterns.
Figure 4.4: Z-score ratings of the nominative/accusative case particles in various pitches
Note that the raw ratings of the accusative o are always higher than the ones of the
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nominative ga, and since the data in Figure 4.4 are z-scored, we cannot compare the ratings
between the accusative o and the nominative ga, but rather we can observe a tendency of
each case particle with varied pitches. The x-axis in Figure 4.4 represents a value of the
peak F0 of the object subtracted by the peak F0 of the IE. When the number on the x-axis
is higher, the peak F0 of the object is higher than that of the IE in the sentence. Each dot
in the graph represents the averaged z-score rating of a target sentence. As we can see,
the nominative ga object shows a tendency that the ratings become higher when the pitch
(Obj-IE) increases. On the contrary, the ratings of the accusative o object represent the
opposite tendency; the ratings become lower when the pitch (Obj-IE) increases.
In addition, Figure 4.4 contains a linear regression line for each case particle in order
to indicate a correlation between the rating and the pitch pattern. The regression line
for the o object is y=-0.55-0.0037x and R2 is 0.519, and the nominative ga object is y=-
0.043+0.025x and R2 is 0.701. Supporting the visual impression in Figure 4.4, the high
values of R2 for the regression lines indicate that there is a strong correlation between the
rating and the pitch pattern. Also, the two regression lines crossing in the middle of the
graph provide evidence of the contrastive patterns of the o object and the ga object in terms
of their prosodic behaviors.
To summarize, we conducted a perception experiment, manipulating pitches of the
stimuli, and confirmed that the acceptability of the accusative o is always rated higher
than the nominative ga object in any condition, as predicted. Furthermore, the results of
the experiment support our hypothesis that the low acceptability of the ga object in the
non-adjacent condition can be ameliorated by assigning a right information structure using
prosodic features.
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4.5.4 Discussion
The results of our perception experiment showed that the accusative o object is always
rated higher than the nominative ga object, irrespective of the pitch pattern of a sentence,
which is consistent with the results of our acceptability judgment task in Section 4.3. As
expected, the findings of this study indicate that the nominative ga object is sensitive to the
pitch pattern, i.e., the locus of focus in a sentence. When the F0 of the nominative object
is higher than the IE, the acceptability of the nominative object improved. In this case, we
argue that the high F0 of the nominative object is interpreted as focus. This suggests that
the nominative ga object prefers to be focused explicitly in the non-adjacent condition.
On the contrary, when the F0 of the accusative o object is higher than the IE, the
acceptability becomes low. The acceptability of the accusative object is high when the IE
is prosodically salient. This pattern, in fact, supports the idea that the preverbal position
is focused by default in Japanese. The default pattern represents that the accusative object
does not prefer to be focused when there is an intervening element on a preverbal position.
As a summary of the findings in this study, the following examples of question-answer
pairs represent the preferred patterns of the o and ga objects in terms of focus and infor-
mation structure. The subscripted F with brackets indicates which element of a sentence is
focused.
(62) Accusative Object: Narrow Focus on IE
A: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
ranchi-de
lunch-at
nomi-ta-i-tte-sa.
drink-Des-Pres-COMP-SentP
‘I heard that Anna wants to drink rum at lunch.’
B: Uun,
no
Anna-wa
Anna-Top
ramu-o
rum-Acc
[dinaa]F -de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘No, (I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at lunch.’
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(63) Nominative Object: Narrow Focus on the object
A: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
nani-ga
what-Nom
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-tte?
drink-Des-Pres-COMP
‘What does Anna want to drink at dinner?’
B: Anna-wa
Anna-Top
[ramu]F -ga
rum-Nom
dinaa-de
dinner-at
nomi-ta-i-soo-da-yo.
drink-Des-Pres-SOO-Cop-SentP
‘(I heard that) Anna wants to drink rum at dinner.’
(62) is an example of narrow focus on IE when the object is marked by the accusative
o, and (63) represents narrow focus on the nominative object. Thus, the results of our
experiment indicate that a sentence with the nominative ga object is likely to put a focus
on an object, in contrast to a sentence with the ve o object, where the IE is preferred to be
focused.
To summarize, we verified our hypothesis that assigning a right information structure,
which is realized in prosody, has ameliorated the low acceptability of the nominative ga
object in the non-adjacent condition. The nominative object prefers to be focused, treating
the IE as background information. On the contrary, the acceptability of the accusative o
object in the non-adjacent condition prefers not to be focused, and the focus is preferred to
be on the IE in the preverbal position that is focused by default.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, from a perspective of phonetics-based experimental study, we have investi-
gated a relationship between the nominative/accusative alternation and prosodic properties
that reflect information structure of a sentence. The results of our acceptability judgment
experiment provide empirical evidence that the acceptability of the nominative ga object
becomes significantly low when it occurs with an intervening element between the object
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and its predicate, in contrast to the accusative o object. In addition, the sentence completion
task shows that a subject interpretation of an NP with ga is dominant in comprehension.
Based on the findings, we conducted a perception experiment in order to verify our hy-
pothesis that the low acceptability of the nominative ga object with an intervening element
can be ameliorated by assigning prosodic features that fit with its information structure.
The results show that the nominative object prefers to be focused, indicating that the nom-
inative ga is associated with or induces focus on the object. Furthermore, we also found
supportive evidence for the claim that the preverbal position is focused by default (Kim
1988; Ishihara 2001) , since the accusative o object is not preferred to be focused and the
acceptability is high when an intervening element in the preverbal position is focused.
For further study, it is necessary to improve the design of acceptability judgment task
employing Latin square design and verify the results of this study. In addition, as for the
results of the perception experiment in this study, it is important to examine the relationship
between an NP with ga and focus in general in order to support our claim in this study. For
instance, we can investigate prosodic effects, which reflect information structure, on the
choice of ga and o as Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) (Kuno 1976; Ura 1994; Tanaka
2002; Hiraiwa 2005; Takeuchi 2010), where an embedded subject can be marked either by
the nominative ga or the accusative o.
(64) Exceptional Case Marking
a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom
tensai-da]-to
genius-Cop
omotteiru.
think
‘Taro thinks that Hanako is genius.’
b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top
[Hanako-o
Hanako-Acc
tensai-da]-to
genius-Cop
omotteiru.
think
‘Taro thinks that Hanako is genius.’
(Takeuchi 2010)
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Lastly, this study used desiderative predicates that allow the nominative ga or the ac-
cusative o as an object marker, following Shibatani (1975), but it is meaningful to use
potential predicates instead of desiderative predicates in order to provide empirical evi-
dence to clarify the scope phenomenon of the nominative and accusative objects in syntax,
as I introduced in Section 4.2.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This dissertation addresses how people choose one variant over another in the case of
language variation, focusing on the use of Japanese case particles. I employed approaches
to the variations from research using corpora with sociolinguistic methods, and research
based on experimental studies from psycholinguistics and phonetics. While investigating
the use of language variation, it is necessary to understand how the variation is generated
in grammar in the sense of its innate characteristics, since it might affect the use of the
linguistic variants in question, distinguishing them syntactically or semantically.
For instance, I analyzed the Nominative/Genitive Alternation (NGA) in Chapter 2 in
order to verify the language change hypodissertation using corpora. Then, we found that
there is a change in the use of the nominative case particle ga and the genitive no as
NGA, arguing that the two particles are heading to their complementary distribution, even
though it is not going to be complete due to the existence of the pseudo-NGA. From a
perspective of economy of their linguistic functions (Haiman 1983), I discussed that it is
reasonable to attribute the motive of the change to a division of labor. However, it is not
clear as to what syntactic changes were involved during the change of the use of the two
particles. We know that the distribution of the two particles has changed over time, but,
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as discussed in Whitman (2006), it seems that some syntactic change has derived such
a change. Therefore, analyzing the variation from a diachronic syntactic point of view,
following Whitman’s (2006) work is requisite for further research, and it will provide us
with important clues to elucidate the mechanism of the change, especially the motive of
the change and its driving force, which has been a major theme in sociolinguistics and
variation theory in relation to diachronic syntax (cf. Kroch 1989, 1994). Furthermore,
as introduced in Chapter 2, a cross-linguistic study, comparing the change of NGA in
Japanese with the one in Middle/Modern Korean, will enrich our understanding of the
relationship between the universal aspects of grammar and language change.
In addition, the corpus-based study in Chapter 2 ascertained that the adjacency between
the embedded subject and its predicate affects the use of the variants (ga and no) of NGA.
Furthermore, Section3.1 tackled the adjacency issue regarding reason(s) the non-adjacent
condition degraded the acceptability of one variant (no) but not the other one (ga), referring
to two major syntactic approaches to the phenomenon. One syntactic approach (Miyagawa
2011) considers that the variants are generated from two distinct syntactic structures, as
opposed to the other approach (Hiraiwa 2005), which considers them as free variation
at the syntactic level. The findings of the psycholinguistic experiments in Section 3.1
turned out not to have settled down the dispute in syntax, but rather provided evidence
suggesting the adjacency effect is probably derived from somewhere other than syntax,
such as a perceiver’s expectation in language comprehension (cf. Levy 2005, 2008). It is
still “probably” at this point, since we need to verify the findings, as mentioned in Section
3.1, modifying our experiments and making sure that the delay of the reading time in
some regions in the self-paced reading task was not due to syntactic properties such as
uneconomical syntactic movement.
While identifying the language change of NGA in Chapter 2, we found the effects
of language-external/-internal factors on the use of ga and no as NGA. In Section 3.2, I
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provided the results of my preliminary study, taking up a choice of two interpretations of
NP with no as a case study. Based on the findings, I argue that language-external factors
can affect language processing and comprehension in an indirect way, but it is necessary
to verify the results, improving designs of the experiment, and investigating aspects of
variation that the corpus-based study cannot cover, such as stylistic effects on the use of
the variants of NGA.
In Chapter 4, I investigated the relationship between the use of the case particles ga and
o as Nominative/Accusative Alternation (NAA) and prosodic properties that reflect infor-
mation structure of a sentence from an empirical point of view. On the basis of the results
of the perception experiment, I discussed low acceptability of the nominative ga object in
the non-adjacent condition, where there is an intervening element between the object and
its predicate, can be ameliorated by assigning prosodic features that fit with its informa-
tion structure. The results show that the nominative object prefers to be focused, indicating
that the nominative ga is associated with or induces focus on the object. Furthermore, we
found supporting evidence for the claim that the preverbal position is focused by default
(Kim 1988; Ishihara 2001), since the accusative o object is not preferred to be focused and
the acceptability is high when an intervening element in the preverbal position is focused.
The experiment in this dissertation was designed for the nominative/accusative alternation
with desiderative predicates, but applying this methodology to the alternation with poten-
tial predicates in future research will provide empirical evidence that can help establish
the scope phenomenon of the nominative and accusative objects in syntax (Nomura 2003,
2005).
Another aspect of this dissertation is to provide empirical evidence for linguistic phe-
nomena that previous studies have discussed using only self-reported grammaticality judg-
ments. In Section 3.1, I provided empirical data of the low acceptability of the genitive
no as NGA in the non-adjacent condition with an acceptability judgment task, and also
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showed the delay of reading time of the relevant linguistic condition in a self-paced read-
ing task. In Chapter 4, I presented the results of the acceptability judgment task that show
the degraded acceptability of the nominative ga as NAA when it is not adjacent to its pred-
icate. As for these particular phenomena, the empirical evidence provided in this study can
form the basis of theoretical discussion in syntax and other fields for further research on
the phenomena.
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